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ABSTRACT
The theoretical and empirical literature on change and
stability of religious attitudes and beliefs during the
college years was reviewed. Fifteen students were inter-
viewed for 60-90 minutes concerning their religious growth
and development during their college careers. Interviews
were taped and transcribed. In general, results upheld
Perry* s (1968) scheme of intellectual and ethical develop-
ment; Havens' (1963, 1964, 1970) sources and types of con-
flict and modes and patterns of resolution; and dock's
(1962) dimensions of religiosity. The experiential aspects
proved to be as important as the intellectual one, espe-
cially in the process of confirmation. For some students,
courses were very influential in the stimulation and resolu-
tion of conflict. On the consequential dimension, the rela-
tionship between religious factors and decisions regarding
a major was a complex one; concern with the issue of wit-
nessing and conversion was also widespread. Religion proved
to be very important for most of these students in their
friendships and the formation of communities. Results are
discussed with some suggested modifications and short-com-
ings of the previous theoretical schemata.
INTRODUCTION
Background and Literature Review
In the framework of a person's total adjustment, the re-
ligious aspects may be more fundamental than the educational,
vocational, or even the social. If the religious system is
an intrinsic one, it can serve as a unifying philosophy of
life, acting as a comprehensive, integrative and motivational
system. In this way religion is an instance of the develop-
ment of integrative and self-referent processes in personal-
ity. Concerned with the questions of the possibility of God,
the basis of morality, and the essential nature of man, the
religious interest expresses the significance for the indi-
vidual of the fact that the world exists and that man has
emerged from it. It concerns itself with the problems of
finitude, alienation and guilt—moral and spiritual struggles
with life's limitations, its meaning, and its fulfillment.
The mature religion or comprehensive world view is charged
with the task of accommodating every atom of experience re-
ferred to it, and it gives one the feeling of being at home
in the universe, and a scale of values for living with
others. Such a religion is a completely embracing theory of
life, having to do with what the individual regards as per-
manent or central in the nature of things, though it can not
be proved in detail. It is not a discursive truth which can
2be discussed and verified by analysis, experiment, reason, or
imagination; nor can it be known through comprehension of in-
telligible patterns, structures, and values in the world
around us. It is an affirmation for which knowledge is not
the decisive factor, though it holds that if knowledge were
present, one would find that the universe as a whole makes
coherent sense. Religion, then, can serve as a unifying
sentiment in life, though it is by no means the only possible
candidate. It can also serve an opportunisitc and incidental
function, appearing as a defense mechanism that does not em-
brace and guide the life as a whole (Aden, 1968; Allport,
1950; Feinsilver, 1960; Havens, 1963; Palmer, 1969; Polanyi,
1958; Tillich, 1962).
For those who are brought up in some religious tradi-
tion, childhood religion is usually marked by its external
character; it is simply there to be believed, along with the
traditions and codes of the family and culture. Young child-
ren are generally highly receptive, and accept the religious
like the other values of their environment. It is a natural
part of their lives, toward which they have developed no
critical pro or con relationship. This situation often
changes so that at some time there is an inner experience
which makes religion (or the reaction against it) a distinct-
ly subjective and personal matter. The adolescent is a per-
son very receptive to value change. He is often ready to
find out for himself the real meaning or true significance of
3religious thoughts and values. If he accepts the challenge
offered by the realization that religion may have to do with
matters which are of tremendous significance, he is ready to
begin his religious development. If resolution of these is-
sues leads him to religion, he is religious because he wants
to be, not because he has to be. In early adolescence, how-
ever, the potential for acquiring a fresh look at values is
often not realized. The adolescent is just as likely to re-
treat momentarily from ethical and value sophistication. His
anxieties can force him back to simpleminded moralisms, rig-
idly held, and to tried and true triteness of old beliefs.
Thus, in early adolescence, value ferment (if it occurs at
all) is basically a reaction to intrapsychic conflict. More
genuine and reliable value changes may take place during
later adolescence and the college years, when they are less
influenced by instinctual needs and defenses against them.
Then, ideally, the choice and use of values will be ego-
syntonic. The adolescent no longer chooses and uses them
blindly, reflexively, or defensively, but in line with basic
interests, dispositions, and perspectives. There is no rea-
son to suppose that a value conflict will take place, but the
adolescent for whom it does not will probably remain forever
morally and ideologically parochial. If the adolescent has
developed a mature, critical mind, he will rightfully lose
some of his childish religious ideas when confronted with al-
ternate points of view and modes of thought. If his reli-
4gious tendency is strong, the moral and intellectual doubt
precipitated by an unreligious or irreligious environment
will act as a positive force, since the person who does not
have the courage to doubt may never acquire the wisdom to be-
lieve, or to affirm his belief with confidence (Boren, 1949;
Douvan and Adelson, 1966; Kupky, 1959; Polanyi, 1958; Strang,
1959).
The exploration or examination of religious beliefs dur-
ing the college years may be due to a number of aspects of
the campus environment, including a three-way influence com-
posed of faculty, religious foundations, and the diversity of
students. In addition, the fact that a university should
lead students to be self-critical is very influential. Ide-
ally, if not always in actuality, the liberal arts curriculum
(and, to a lesser extent, that of the university) provides an
environment filled with sources of moral and intellectual
doubt. In a sense, it should form a microcosm of life's ex-
periences, for the university implies the school with a com-
prehensive curriculum, representing the accumulated knowledge
of mankind. In this idealized situation, the student is pre-
sented with a great number of valuable facts and equipped
with advanced skills and techniques that include the methods
of approaching materials, integration of different view-
points, and critical and analytic skills. Although, ideally,
the university would accept major responsibility for helping
its students determine their self-identity, develop a system
of values, and establish an ethical code, in actuality it
makes little or no organized attempt to furnish values for
judgments or yardsticks for actions directing the student to
ward goals. Therefore, the conflicts a student finds in col
lege may take away from him the security of his religious
background and offer him no substitute. Having reached col-
lege age, he has most likely already developed a world view
or general way of viewing reality, including himself. Be-
cause the individual has had limited experience, coming out
of a single family experience and one particular culture,
this world view cannot help but be inadequate. The accumu-
lated knowledge to which he is now arbitrarily exposed
threatens the world view which he has already accepted, re-
quiring it to undergo much readjustment, if not complete re-
construction. Since he is not detached from his world view,
which is his characteristic way of approaching reality and
understanding it, it is closely identified with his under-
standing of himself. Anything that threatens his world view
therefore threatens himself. In this case, higher education
can produce anxiety in a student's mind, because the world
view it represents may require a complete restructuring of
the self. In response to this, the ideal university would
offer a climate in which students are allowed to ask, with-
out fear, their questions related to the meaning of being.
But this is often not the case, and the university's stimula-
tion of a student* s intellectual development is often in con-
6flict and competition with some aspects of his religious be-
liefs and point of view. As a result of this, many students
come to the university in very serious need of an initial
orientation period for learning to adjust to a new type of
complex social situation. Sometimes it may be necessary to
call in a chaplain, counselor, or therapist to fulfill the
task of encouraging, facilitating, and sometimes creating the
encounter between faith and learning. Support may be a very
necessary part of his assistance to the student who is oscil-
lating in the middle zone of uncertainty between past and fu-
ture, between an old place and a new place. Perhaps his role
will be merely to help the student articulate his present po-
sition, since he cannot move forward without leaving some-
thing behind. The same function can also be fulfilled, and
often is, by a stimulating and supportive community of fellow
students and friends, whose energy and leadership are shared
by the group. Similarity of values and attitudes plays an
important part in the formation and maintenance of friend-
ships, and similarity along the religious dimensions seems to
be evidenced by the fact that friends tend to be alike in re-
ligious views and affiliations (Averill, 1963; Boren, 1949;
Cantelon, 1964; Clough, 1967; Cowley, 1949; Evans, 1970;
Frimer, 1949; Israel, 1968; Langford, 1967; Lifton, 1953;
Keim, 1967; Nouwen, 1969; Tournier, 1968; Williamson, 1949).
In line with this developmental theory, many religious
phenomena may be understood as postcommitment elaborations
7and protections of belief. Religious commitments, like oth-
ers in our culture, are reached by a process of socialization
and influence that maximize the importance, commitment, and
perceived freedom of choice. But the same commitments are
held under circumstances providing high likelihood of encoun-
tering contradictory data and beliefs, and hence, high disso-
nance. The dissonance may be reduced through ritualistic
processes, group formation, and cognitive elaboration of the
ideological system (Dittes, 1969 )
•
A Review of the Empirical Research
Change and stability of religious orientations during
the college years has been an aspect of many intensive group
studies during the last four decades (for an extensive review
of the literature, see Feldman, 1969, 1970; Underwood, 1969a,
1969b). Studies dealing with average changes in students'
religious orientations as determined by average change scores
on multi-item scales generally show mean changes indicating
that seniors compared with freshmen are somewhat less ortho-
dox, fundamentalistic, or conventional in religious orienta-
tion; somewhat more skeptical about the existence and influ-
ence of a Supreme Being; somewhat more likely to conceive of
God in impersonal terms; and somewhat less favorable toward
the church as an institution. The shape of the change curve
varies from study to study, and there are grounds for not ex-
8pecting to find that college effects are greatest during the
freshman year. Religion as an area of potential change may
not become salient or relevant to students until their later
college years. And if the challenges of the first year are
heavier than those of the later years, there may still be a
difference in the degree and timing in which such challenges
are "registered" in terms of change (Feldman, 1969). Havens
(1964) found that religious value conflicts at the behavior-
al and self-image level become more numerous in the latter
two years of college. He attributed this finding to four in-
terrelated factors. The first of these is college peer group
influences, which take over decisively during the latter
years. Peer groups offer both a source of pressure and a
source of support: the group may force an individual to mod-
ify his beliefs and values, but it also offers support by ac-
knowledging and sharing with him the feeling of anomie that
accompanies choice and the demand for commitment. The need
for community, stressed by Perry (1968), becomes very obvious
at this time, although the community may not be sufficiently
supportive to facilitate resolution. A second factor is the
gradual awareness of the implications of the critical-ration-
alist method, with all the accompanying dangers of dissocia-
tion to be discussed later. A third factor is the student 1 s
religious thinking, which becomes less purely speculative as
the end of college approaches and he faces existential choice
and responsibility in vocation and marriage partner, leading
9him to try seriously to find some solid standing ground for
the life-in-earnest toward which he now moves. Again, the
dangers of escape and alienation are prominent here. The
student may maintain his identity in sheer competence, encap-
sulated in activity which seals him off from the implications
of deeper values. A fourth factor is the related tendency
for juniors and seniors to try to tie together or bring into
unity their many-faceted lives, partly as a result of the de-
mand for consistency and rationality in the intellectual en-
terprise. If this tendency is successful, it may result in
committed religion, in a subjective form, which is a matter
of personal attitudes
,
orientation, set , frame of reference
,
response expectancy, values, loyalties and commitments, fun-
damental motivations or standards— a commitment involving
both content and style. If unsuccessful, the result may be a
consensual religion, which tends to be public, social, overt,
manifest, institutionalized, formalized, and differentiated.
Committed religion provides or presupposes enhanced personal
security, self-esteem, and compensation, and the student •
s
religious outlook , like other social attitudes , will be
shaped by his degree of success in leadership, his personal
anxieties and problems, the closeness of his ties to his fam-
ily, status and friendship needs, and capacity for indepen-
dent thought (Dittes, 1969; Havens, 1963; Perry, 1968).
Studies comparing students in the several major fields
with respect to their religious liberalism or conservatism
report some differences, although these do not add up to much
10
consistency across studies* The degree of consistency across
studies for religion seems even lower in contrast to the re-
latively high degree of consistency that exists for other
variables. For Feldman (1970), the fact that the accentua-
tion of initial major field differences is not nearly so pre-
dictable as it is for other variables (e.g. political and
economic orientation, intellectual disposition) indicates (1)
that religious considerations are not particularly important
for most students in their choice of a major, and (2) the ef-
fects major fields have on the religious outlook of students
are primarily indirect, diffuse, and unintentional.
There are some differences in the effects of different
colleges. Although a number of other considerations are gen-
erally more important than the religious in a student's
choice of college, the non-religious criteria he uses may be
associated empirically with certain religious views. Reli-
gious variables are correlated with many of the sociological
and psychological variables that have been shown to be relat-
ed to the particular type of college attended, and students
are already typically different in their religious outlooks
as they enter different colleges (Feldman, 1970). The re-
search has shown that initial religious differences among
colleges are accentuated or amplified over the four years of
college. The distinctive influences of the college stem from
the mutually reinforcing impacts of similarly-minded students
as well as the intentional and unintentional influences of
11
teachers, curricula, and administrative policies. Additional
study is needed to establish the social-psychological link-
ages between the student's background and social structure,
on the one hand, and the change (or stability) of his reli-
gious attitudes, on the other. We need to know exactly how
students from given environmental backgrounds perceive, ex-
perience, and react to the influences of the college, some of
which they themselves have helped to create.
One of the problems in interpreting the results of reli-
gious attitude change studies is the fact that most of the
instruments are measures of consensual, nonpersonal religion
rather than an examined commitment (a distinction which will
be clarified later). Another is the assumption of unidimen-
sionality for scales that are actually multidimensional (Dit-
tes, 1969; Feldman, 1969). Items on which there is very lit-
tle change generally involve those dealing with the basic ac-
ceptance of a religious point of view, while those items on
which there is a great deal of change involve a redefinition
of the aims of religion. The strongest change seems to be
from more to less acceptance of certain functions of reli-
gion, from a more to a less literal interpretation of reli-
gion, and from the belief that religion is changeless to a
recognition that religion is constantly changing. This is
accompanied by a more naturalistic interpretation of the
world. Men have been found to be more susceptible to change
in specifically religious beliefs and attitudes, while women
12
are more susceptible to change in the area having to do with
inter-human or God-human relationships.
Review of Some Theoretical Formulations
Glock (1962) faced one of the fundamental problems with
which almost every student of the individual and his religion
is faced: the task of deciding how to conceptualize the phe-
nomenon of religion and how to distinguish people in terms of
their religious orientations. Prom the complexity of previ-
ous research, and the diversity of religious practices, he
abstracted five general areas which he felt could be thought
of as the core dimensions of religiosity, within one or the
other of which all of the many and diverse manifestations of
religiosity could be ordered.
The first dimension is an experiential one, which • •
gives recognition to the fact that all religions have certain
expectations, however imprecisely they may be stated, that
the religious person will at one time or another achieve di-
rect knowledge of ultimate reality or will experience reli-
gious emotion /S-99/. M The second dimension, the ideologi -
cal t is constituted by expectations that the relgious person
will hold to certain beliefs. The ritualistic dimension em-
compasses the specifically religious practices expected of
religious adherents, and is comprised of such activities as
worship, prayer, participation in special sacraments, and
other related activities. The intellectual dimension is one
13
which has to do with "the expectation that the religious per-
son will be informed and knowledgeable about the basic tenets
of his faith and its sacred scriptures /S-99/". The fifth
dimension, the consequential « is concerned with man's rela-
tion to man and includes all the secular effects of religious
belief, practice, experience and knowledge on the individual.
Confronted with a mass of data, this scheme provides a
way to begin making order of the complexity. One would ex-
pect that individuals differ in the quality and quantity of
emphasis placed on each of these dimensions, and one could
begin to distinguish among individuals by assessing these
differences. But a great deal of complexity remains, and
Glock has further subdivided these dimensions to make their
assessment and manipulation less cumbersome. If conflict is
to be adequately assessed and described, we must be able to
focus on the areas in which it takes place, and Glock'
s
scheme can be useful in that process. Dittes (1969) clari-
fied this scheme as well, and elaborated some of the distinc-
tions which may be useful.
Within the consequential dimension, we are concerned
with the consequences and effects of religion. These conse-
quences are concerned both with what the individual is ex-
pected to give (in the present) and what he is expected to
receive (now and in the future) as a result of his religion.
It concerns itself with the rewards and responsibilities in-
volved, including obedience to concrete, specific prescrip-
14
tions as well as the application of general principles. The
resulting expectations about what a person will do or avoid
doing as a result of his religion include in this dimension
the moral implications of commitment.
The ritualistic dimension is concerned not only with the
frequency, range, and meaning of religious practice, but also
with the distinction between religious activity and involve-
ment. This seems in many ways inseparable from the responsi-
bilities of the consequential dimension, and the two are ex-
pected to be intricately connected in actual reports of reli-
gious practices.
The experiential dimension concerns itself with reli-
gious feelings. This may include such overt and extreme
forms as conversion experiences, as well as some subtle, less
extreme forms. These may be expressed as (l) concern: the
need to have a transcendentally based ideology; (2) cogni-
tion: the capacity for cognition and awareness of the di-
vine; (3) trust or faith: bearing on the individual's sense
that his life is somehow in the hands of a divine power in
which trust can be reposed; and (4) fear of that same power.
The intellectual dimension is concerned with the amount,
kind, and importance of religious knowledge, as well as the
degree of intellectual sophistication brought to the reli-
gion. It was assumed that the liberal arts college and uni-
versity environments could be viewed as precipitators and
facilitators of strong moral and intellectual doubt, and it
15
is expected that a large part of the religious development
and conflict would transpire in this dimension. Not simply
because ideas are challenged, but because the intellectual
structures themselves are transformed. Before looking at
sources of religious conflict, their types, and their modes
of resolution, it would be helpful to examine the general pro-
cess of intellectual and ethical development during the col-
lege years.
The schematic structure described below was developed by
William G. Perry and his associates, and is based on longitu-
dinal studies conducted at Harvard and Radcliffe. It is as-
sumed that the total structure is somewhat idealized, pre-
cluding the experience of many university students. However,
the students we are interested in studying (those who are ex-
periencing or have experienced and resolved religious con-
flict) have advanced as far as the final three or four posi-
tions outlined in Perry's (1968) framework.
Within this framework, the main line of development in-
cludes three phases. In the first, the modifying of dualism ,
there is development from a dualistic absolutism toward ac-
ceptance of generalized absolutism. In the second, the
realization of relativism , the person perceives man's know-
ledge and values as relative, contingent and contextual. The
third phase, the evolving of commitment , includes subsequent
development in orienting the self in a relativistic world
through the activity of personal commitment.
16
Each of these phases can be further divided into three
positions, so that the total development includes nine posi-
tions. The first, basic duality , is one in which the world
is viewed in polar terras of right and wrong, good and bad, we
and other. Right answers exist for everything in the abso-
lute, and are known by authority. In the second, multiplic-
ity pre-leqitimate , the person perceives diversity of opinion
and uncertainty and accounts for them as unwarranted confu-
sion in poorly qualified authorities, or as mere exercises
designed to train him to think. In the third position, mul -
tiplicity subordinate , he accepts diversity and uncertainty
as legitimate but still temporary, in areas where authority
"hasn't found the answer yet". The fourth position takes two
forms. In the form of multiplicity correlate , he perceives
legitimate uncertainty to be extensive and raises it to the
status of an unstructured epistemological realm. In the form
of relativi sm subordinate , he discovers qualitative, context-
ual, relativistic reasoning as a special case of "what they
want" in authority's realm.
In the fifth position of relativism correlate , compet-
ing or diffuse , he perceives all knowledge and values as con-
textual and relativistic, and subordinates dualism to the
status of a special case in context. In the sixth position,
commitment foreseen , he apprehends the necessity of orienting
himself in a relativistic world through some form of personal
commitment (as distinct from an unquestioned commitment to a
17
simple belief in certainty). In the seventh position, an
initial commitment is made. In the eighth position, he is
oriented in the implications of commitment , and explores the
subjective and stylistic issues of responsibility. The ninth
position is a continuing developing commitment in which he
experiences the affirmation of identity among multiple re-
sponsibilities and realizes commitment as an ongoing, unfold-
ing activity through which he expresses his life style. It
is the arrival at this position which characterizes, for
Perry, a truly mature person—one who has responded to and
adopted the relativism which permeates the intellectual and
social atmosphere of the pluralistic university of the 20th
century (Perry, 1968)
.
Along the way, the student may choose not to advance on
this scale, utilizing several defensive modes. He may choose
temporizing , in which he delays in some position for some
time, exploring the implications or explicitly hesitating to
take the next step. He may escape , settling in one of the
multiplistic or relativistic positions and denying or reject-
ing their implications for growth. This escape may take the
form of dissociation , in which there is a passive delegation
of all responsibility to fate, upon which he depends for an-
swers. Or it may take the form of encapsul ation f in which
the more strenuous demands of relativism provide an opportu-
nity to maintain identity in sheer competence and activity,
sealed off from the implications of (what Perry considers)
18
deeper values. He may also choose to retreat , becoming en-
trenched in the earlier dualistic, absolutistic structures of
the second or third position, and manifesting this entrench-
ment by becoming reactionary, negativistic, or dogmatically
rebellious.
Within this framework, "the term 'Commitment 1 refers to
an act, or ongoing activity relating a person as agent and
chooser to aspects of his life in which he invests his ener-
gies, his care and his identity £135/ . M The word refers to
affirmations; to truths, relationships, purposes, activities,
and cares—in all their contexts.
This complex developmental scheme, with its numerous po-
sitions and deflections, will be further clarified in our
later discussion, and exemplified with excerpts from the in-
terviews. At this point, it is crucial to the nature of the
study to understand that "Commitment" refers to an affirma-
tion which is characterized by both style and content. It is
a process which inextricably links the intellectual dimension
(a stylistic and structural one) to the ideological (concern-
ed primarily with content).
Returning to Glock's (1962) scheme, the ideological di-
mension is concerned with religious beliefs. The focus of
the traditional belief system may be on one of three compon-
ents: (1) beliefs whose primary role is to warrant the ex-
istence of the divine and to define its character; (2) be-
liefs which explain divine purpose and define man's role with
19
regard to it; and (3) implementing beliefs which establish
what is the proper conduct of man toward God (or another re-
presentation of ultimate reality) and toward his fellow man
for the realization of the divine purpose. While these three
components of the belief system are the concern of theology,
and therefore not of primary interest in this study, they
could also be involved as precipitors of doubt or reflectors
of change. Further aspects of the ideological dimension
which are of psychological interest are its saliency (degree
and range) and its function, which may be to provide the in-
dividual with an interpretation of his existence or a means
to transcend the deprivation of his experiences. Here, of
course, the ideological dimension is closely aligned with the
experiential dimension and the psychology of religion, since
it is now concerned with explanations of the significance of
religion in the individual's life.
This ideological dimension, as expounded by Dittes
(1969), admits of at least four types of variation which can
be studied in relation to the individual: (1) his acceptance
or rejection of the tenets of the system, which is related to
reinforcement from external reality; (2) his orientation to-
ward other persons with respect to his beliefs, related to
social reinforcement; (3) the significance of his belief to
his self-conception, related to intrapsychic reinforcement;
and (4) the degree to which he recognizes ambivalence in his
beliefs. The social, external, and intrapsychic sources of
20
reinforcement are particularly relevant to any discussion of
change on the ideological dimension. These may be viewed as
external, internal, and social sources of belief (Putney and
Middleton, 1961). These may also serve as sources of pro-
tection, as well as dissonance and challenge. In the compli-
cated sequence of events that may occur, the source of chal-
lenge may be independent of the source of acquisition or pro-
tection. But more likely than not these three realities will
all be involved at some point in the process. A typical pat-
tern often emerges to link the intensity, control, and pro-
tection of a belief to its sources. The impetus for holding
any belief is often found in intrapsychic motives, the parti-
cular belief or attitude is acquired from social reinforce-
ment, and it is expressed and defended in terms of rational,
objective considerations.
While we found earlier that the ritualistic and conse-
quential dimensions were closely related, it now becomes ap-
parent that the ideological, the intellectual, and the exper-
iential dimensions are also intertwined. The ideological and
the intellectual were joined in the process of "Commitment",
and the experiential becomes a part of the process as that
commitment is examined in experience and confirmed or invali-
dated as a result.
Glock (1962) and Dittes (1969) have simplified some of
the complexity involved in religion, and Perry (1968) has
clarified the road to intellectual sophistication. Havens
21
(1963, 1964, 1970) has spelled out some sources of religious
conflicts in students, as well as typical modes of resolu-
tion.
The patterns of responding to the challenging of reli-
gious values can be easily related to Perry 1 s framework
(Havens, 1963). Students who are not at all affected by col-
lege influences have either chosen temporizing as a defense,
or resisted the intellectual challenge of the university (if
it was offered at all). Here can be included those who, in
Allport's (1950) original view, have never carried out in ac-
tion the implications of their commitment, as well as those
who have made a previous commitment but don't feel a need for
reaffirming it. Those who move toward a more orthodox faith
may do so as a manifestation of a chosen retreat, or as an
examined "Commitment". Those who move toward a different,
more liberal religion may use that as a means of initial
"Commitment", or as a reflection of movement toward a devel-
oping "Commitment". They may also use this as a temporary
means of escape, perhaps grasping the opportunity for detach-
ment as a way of moving away from parental and peer pres-
sures. For those who become agnostic or atheistic, religion
fading into the background and failing to serve a personal
need, secularism is expressed in a denial of the relevance of
religion in their personal lives. For them, and others who
become more concerned with religious questions (Hastings and
Hoge, 1963), deciding that only a personal, individual reli-
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gion can fulfill their needs, the reaction can be viewed as
the result of orientation in the implications of "Commit-
ment", reflecting a careful examination of the issues in-
volved. These patterns of religious responding are inevita-
ble consequences of the general intellectual and ethical de-
velopment that has taken place. Though few students come to
college entrenched in basic duality, the liberation from that
position is epitomized, for all who come from the Judeao-
Christian tradition, in the loss of Eden—at which time man
took upon himself (and detached from authority) the knowledge
of values and the potential for judgment. As the student ad-
vances further beyond his detachment from basic duality, he
will eventually reach the position of relativism correlate,
which offers no assimilation for an absolute in the old
sense. This is the point for the critical division between
belief and the possibility of faith. Before it can become
faith, belief must be doubted, and here the serious conflict
begins for the student with a religious background that now
comes to be questioned. He comes to be conflicted between
logical thought and feelings or intuition. At the same time
he longs for a satisfying set of religious beliefs or for a
meaningful faith. But this is impossible without the suspen-
sion of disbelief and a leap of faith, and the occurrence of
the first feelings of existential loneliness. For some, re-
ligion is temporarily laid aside as a concern, often accom-
panied by confidence in an eventual return of lost religious
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concerns. Having reached this position of foreseen "Commit-
ment", conflict continues and is resolved in several ways.
In the initial "Commitment" and the orientation in its impli-
cations, there may be conflict between the truth one inwardly
believes or has thought out for himself, and outward behav-
ior. There may also be uncornfortableness based on the anti-
cipation of difficulties or conflicts arising in the future,
since faith implies an inseparability of the idea of the end
from the course of the striving, and the implications of
one's choices and actions may be constantly called into ques-
tion (Havens, 1964; Perry, 1968).
The student's religious interest leads in various direc-
tions, and the prototypical outcomes (Havens, 1970) can also
be readily incorporated in Perry's framework. The loss of
ultimate concern can be seen as either "Commitment" or es-
cape. In its developmental form, as a response to cultural
influences, it occurs as the result of foreseen "Commitment"
or one of the further explorations of that commitment as it
develops. In its defensive form, it is an example of escape
used defensively in the reduction of anxiety which would be
induced by continued high involvement. The short-circuiting
of the religious impulse, appropriating religious beliefs or
practices in the service of other needs (e.g. affiliation,
rebellion against parents), is another form of escape. In-
tellectual resolutions, in which rational answers are sought
to questions which are more theoretical and intellectual than
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existential, mark a resolution at the position of relativism
subordinate, which is marked by detached, rational thought.
There may also be escape into commitment, yearned for as a
reinstitution of embeddedness. The commitment here is one
into which the student hurls himself through the despair of
choosing, in the hopes that through an intensity of focus all
ambivalence will be magically resolved. The resolution here
is at one of the earlier defensive positions, though it is
the result of questioning that occurs at the later ones, and
it may be confused with a genuine initial "Commitment". A
final form of outcome, valued as more "mature" because it
marks the culmination of this conceptual scheme, is a broad
integrative restructuring in which there is close relation of
religious thinking and practice to the rest of personality
and behavior. This resolution is marked by a wide view of
what religion is (thus incorporating multiplicity), a pil-
grimage (exploratory) orientation toward one's own religion
(which prevents premature closure and views it as a continu-
ous process of development), creativity in its expression
(which may imply rejection of some traditional forms of wor-
ship), and the integrated involvement of all the faculties
—
thinking, feeling, sensing, intuiting. The person with such
a mature religion has a broadly-based epistemology.
This position corresponds to the final position of Per-
ry's framework, in which one of the tests for an examined
"Commitment" is the ability to acknowledge the commitments of
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others even when they contravene one's own principles. This
acknowledgement is an ability that grows out of earlier de-
velopments. First, the individual's reaction is tempered as
he becomes less irritated and annoyed with differences, as a
result of coming out of the entrenchment of dualism. Later,
he develops an increased acceptance and understanding of dif-
ferences, acquiring the ability to take the role of the other
in order to understand, accept, appreciate, and even enjoy
his ideas. This development of understanding and respect for
opposing views grows out of the awareness of multiplicity and
acceptance of relativism. The final relativistic approach to
differences, accompanying the development of an examined,
personal "Commitment is based on the assumption that the
validity of beliefs is relative, depending on the individual
who holds them—their rightness or wrongness depending on
their value to the individual (Havens, 1970; Newcomb, Koenig,
Flacks and Warwick, 1967; Perry, 1968).
In the light of this framework, we can see that the col-
lege or university environment is not intrinsically antireli-
gious. Religious changes can be more accurately seen as one
facet of a general liberalization of attitude and value and
of certain significant personality changes. Seen in this
light, the loss of orthodoxy (and other changes) can be bet-
ter understood as a rejection of uncriticized norms of the
wider culture and an embracing of those of the academic elite,
rather than as a rejection of significant personal religion.
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Assuming the college environment to be as described
above, at least four aspects of that environment are thought
to inspire conflicts. One is the demand for logical consis-
tency by professors and argumentative peers, which requires
being able to argue and defend positions in different rela-
tivistic frames of reference and sets of assumptions, recog-
nizing incongruity when it appears. Another is the social
norm of independence from authority (especially after the
student realizes that authority also does not possess truth).
The third is the general mood of skepticism or analysis, and
refraining from premature commitment, so that the line be-
tween temporizing and initial "Commitment" becomes very thin.
The fourth is the fact that the pressures of time and an ex-
hausting round of activity literally force many students to
abandon the concerns of the past with those of the present.
In addition, they may satisfy their religious need with a
fruitful intellectual search, also allowing an excellent
means of escape in dissociation (Havens, 1963).
From this development, we can see that the level of an
individual's commitment to a religious outlook is an out-
growth of his general intellectual and ethical development.
The structure and stylistic characteristics of his belief
system will also depend on closely related personality vari-
ables. The intensity or certainty of the belief is closely
related to the characteristic which may at the low level be
associated with tolerance or intolerance of ambiguity, and at
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the greater intensity level may be called something like dog-
V,
matism or rigidity. Just as intensity serves as a motivator
for acquiring the belief or attitude, it may also serve a mo-
tivating role in its protection. At this point, it is more
appropriately referred to as vulnerability to challenge or
dissonance (Dittes, 1969), which will be related to the
amount of anxiety associated with the religious conflict.
The Current Study: Focus and Rationale
What emerges from the whole previous development as an
interesting and relevant area of study is the experience of
religious conflict during the college years, and its mode and
style of resolution. This study is a retrospective analysis,
in depth, of the religious conflict and resolution process of
a small, carefully selected sample of college and university
students who feel that the college experience has definitely
influenced their religious development and maturation. In
addition to supplying a subjective account of the nature of
the conflict experience, this permits us to evaluate the cur-
rent nature of the student's religious world view (if he has
one) and its place in his life.
It is expected that at least a small percentage of stu-
dents have their thoughts focused on religious or spiritual
dimensions of existence during their college or university
years as a result of factors which may (or may not) be due
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primarily to the academic environment. For those who were
reared in some religious tradition, whether Western or other,
such a focus may lead to an examination of the old commit-
ment, which may be resolved in one of three ways: (1) rejec-
tion: which may involve only the specific tradition or reli-
gion in general; (2) modification: in either a more liberal
or a more orthodox direction; or (3) reaffirmation: involv-
ing a personal "Commitment". For those not reared in some
tradition, this may be the first encounter with the questions
religion seeks to answer, and the outcome will be an affirma-
tion or rejection of their relevance for the individual. If
he affirms their relevance,, his formulation of an individual
spiritual framework may also entail the acceptance or rejec-
tion of existing religious traditions or systems.
Thus, the emerging definitions of religion and religious
involvement may vary greatly. They may range from tradition-
al Western to traditional Eastern forms, including current
variations based on meditation and psychedelic drugs, or
other highly individualized forms.
If religion was the subject of an acute crisis, a per-
sonal conflict, or a period of prolonged intellectual activ-
ity, it becomes important to ask what factors precipitated
this event. A number of aspects of the college or university
environment emerge as possibilities. Courses in religion,
its sociology, psychology, or philosophy, as well as a number
or other courses in a liberal arts curriculum, may present
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development, but had not yet been applied to the religious
dimension* Perry seems to have made some potentially incom-
patible value judgments in his veneration of relativism, a
veneration which excludes many commitments to traditional re-
ligions from his criterion for maturity. Havens 1 conclusions
(1963, 1964, 1970) also remained without cross-validation or
integration into a well-ordered scheme, and the study intend-
ed to test their generality and utility in ordering the data.
The present study was also designed to test the utility
of Clock's (1962) dimensions in the structuring and simplifi-
cation of the students 1 accounts, thereby also testing the
theoretical integration of the dimensions which was attempted
above. To a large extent, the study concerned itself with
the attainment of religious "maturity" as defined by Havens
(1970) and Perry (1968). Both of these definitions entail
the assumption that relativism is more "mature" than alterna-
tive epistemologies—an obvious value judgment which is cer-
tainly open to debate. Although these definitions were ini-
tially accepted along with the proffered schemata, their
scope of applicability was also questioned and examined in
the investigation.
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alternative value systems or ways of incorporating religion
into one's life. Similar alternatives may be presented by
professors, teaching assistants, or course readings.
Friends, extra-curricular activities, and organizations also
present related options. These curricular and extra-curri-
cular forces are assumed to stimulate a student 1 s ethical and
intellectual development, to encourage examination of old
value systems, and to result in more personal commitments
(whether their direction be away from, toward, or unrelated
to, the old, unexamined commitments).
Once a conflict or crisis has arisen, questions arise
regarding people and other factors influential in its reso-
lution, many of which will overlap with the sources of the
conflict. The focus on influential factors must recognize
the three sources of challenge and reinforcement, acquisi-
tion, and protection mentioned earlier. There are external
sources in the objective reality of "the way things are",
which impose certain limits on the structure and content of
the belief system. There are social sources which provide
both important crucial satisfactions and also norms of belief
and attitude, which often make the former conditional on ad-
herence to the latter. There are also internal sources in
the realm of motivations and impulses. Thus, the focus must
include the perceived role of social stimuli such as parents,
other family members, friends, peers, professors and teaching
assistants, professional religious workers on campus, and
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campus organizations (social, political, and religious) in
both the precipitation and resolution of the conflict. Did
these individuals represent the traditional spiritual system
(or its absence) on which the conflict was focused? Did they
represent the factors that precipitated the conflict, perhaps
by exerting pressures to conformity, or were they a part of a
supportive and integrative network? Or did they play a dual
role, helping to precipitate the conflict and also facilitat-
ing its resolution? Factors in external reality which must
be included are primarily the factors that influence general
intellectual and ethical development: confrontation with re-
lativistic ways of thinking, scientific methods, and other
relatively uncathected factors which impose certain struc-
tures and limits on the world and our actions in it. In as
far as they can be isolated, internal or intrapsychic, sub-
jective factors such as motivation and impulses must also be
included.
The current study was undertaken with these questions in
mind, as an attempt to clarify the experience of religious
conflict and development during the college years. In addi-
tion to its goal of understanding via the gathering of per-
sonal descriptive accounts, it was also designed to test the
applicability of previous descriptions and explanations. It
was intended to clarify Perry* s (1968) developmental scheme
and to cross-validate it for this sample, since it appeared
a most interesting way to schematize general intellectual
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METHODS
Interview
Questions designed to clarify the process of religious
development and the resolution of associated conflict were
organized into a guide for a semi-structured interview in-
tended to discover the nature and source of the conflict, its
content, and its mode of resolution, as well as the role of
influential others in these processes. The interview at-
tempted to encourage students to verbalize their current re-
ligious views, revealing the questions religion answers for
them, its importance in their lives, its intellectual level,
and the content and structure of their belief system. Fur-
ther questions were aimed at specification of their current
or recent conflict, as well as dynamics of earlier conflict
periods. In connection with that, the interview was also de-
signed to elicit a comparison of the current religious system
with earlier ones, so that the direction, quantity, and qual-
ity of change could be ascertained.
The interview guide was constructed by designing ques-
tions aimed specifically at the conflict issues described in
the literature review, paired with adaptations of some suit-
able items used in the classical questionnaire studies (Feld-
man, 1969, 1970; Hastings and Hoge, 1970; Kahn and Cannell,
1958; Merton, Fiske, and Kendall, 1956; Newcomb, Koenig,
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Flacks, and Warwick, 1967; Poppleton and Pilkington, 1962;
Putney and Middleton, 1961; Selltiz, Jahoda, Deutsch, and
Cook, 1959). A copy of the interview guide and the accom-
panying instructions is presented in Appendix A.
The choice of a semi-structured interview as the method
of data collection was inspired both by the difficulties in-
herent in questionnaire studies and the advantages of the
phenomenological , individualistic method so often advocated
for the conceptualization of religion (Palmer, 1969). It
also seemed the most reasonable method for the simultaneous
replication of Perry's (1968) interview-based study and the
verification of Havens' (1970) conclusions based on the study
of personal documents.
Most of the existing questionnaires and related instru-
ments are directed at the measurement of consensual or ex-
trinsic religion as it is readily and conveniently identified
within the culture, tending to be segregated into particular
behaviors, formal beliefs, or institutional connections (and
adhering practices) which are identified by the culture as
strictly religious. Such indices provide social psycholo-
gists with reasonably reliable, objective, and familiar in-
dices, but they shed little light on the psychological pro-
cesses leading to religious commitment, or on the psychology
of religion (Dittes, 1969). It was the feeling of the pre-
sent investigator that additional hard data gathered via
questionnaires would do little to increase her understanding
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of an experience which she perceived to be an intensely per-
sonal and individualistic one.
An additional problem with these instruments commonly
used in research on religious change and development is that
they are multidimensional. They confound the ideological,
intellectual
,
ritualistic, experiential, and consequential
dimensions posited by Glock (1962), and fail to separate the
influences of true liberalism or authoritarianism from those
of sophistication and ""attitude scale wiseness" (Feldman,
1969). In addition to this problem of confounding dimensions,
the use of questionnaires and scales to measure change yields
scores that conceal the amount and nature of individual dif-
ferences and changes. Changes in the homogeneity of scores
are not constant, and the distribution of scores may be mul-
timodal. Change scores reflect both the number of indivi-
duals who change and the degree to which each of them changes
(Feldman, 1969). In order to isolate the contributions and
processes of individuals, it seemed more useful to collect
intensive case study data on a small number of individuals.
In agreement with Havens (1963), it was felt that such
in-depth case studies of a few individuals would yield deeper
understanding than objective surveys of an extensive sample.
Such studies allow the reporting of communalities in experi-
ence derived, not from grouping subjects together, but from
intensive study of them as individuals (Malony, 1973), and
they reinforce the view that the significance of primary re-
ligion often increases in proportion to its individuality
(Clark, 1958).
Such a phenomenological approach is not new in the study
of religion. It was strongly recommended by Gordon Allport
(Cited in Clark, 1958, p. 32) in The use of personal docu-
ments in psychological science : "One of the most subjective
of all areas of experience is the religious life. It is safe
to say that it has never been studied with even partial ade-
quacy by any means other than the personal document.' 1 It was
also advocated by Havens, who saw its primary intent as the
reduction on the part of the hearer of the biases which inter
fere with empathic communication. The method demands that he
experience phenomena to some extent as the subject himself
experiences them, and it requires him to suspend certain as-
sumptions in framing explanatory concepts as well (Havens,
1961). Such experience can be encouraged in an interview
situation. As Lofland (1971, p. 2) phrases it in his discus-
sion: "Face-to-faceness has the irreplaceable character of
nonreflectivity and immediacy that furnishes the fullest pos-
sibility of truly entering the life, mind, and definitions of
the other. Through taking the role of another face-to-face,
one gains a sense of understanding of him."
As we study people in this way, we experience a process
of discovery . As they formulate their experience in their
own terms, we must discover their meaning rather than impose
upon them a preconceived or outsider 1 s scheme of what is oc-
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curring. In Lofland's (1971, p. 4) terms,
. . it is the
observer's task to find out what is fundamental or central to
the people or world under observation." Such study requires
an "agapistic attitude" (Rose, 1972) which is characterized
by an openness toward the character of the religion being
studied, a lack of desire to impose one's own interpretation
upon what one has discerned by the virtue of openness, and an
attitude of compassion toward the needs, hopes, and perspec-
tives on man and reality which it engenders. It yields a
type of "unitive knowing" which stressed the role of the in-
vestigator in what is known and assumes that he and the sub-
ject participate together in the same reality (Havens, 1961).
This is the type of "personal knowledge" which Polanyi (1958)
feels always to be involved in the appropriation of scienti-
fic facts. The interview was chosen and designed to encour-
age the occurrence of such "personal knowledge".
Subjects
The subjects of this study were fifteen students, four
from Amherst College and eleven from the University of Massa-
chusetts. These included four females and eleven males.
Broken down by classes, there were six seniors, six juniors,
two sophomores, and one freshman. Major areas represented
were Religion (the Amherst College men), Sociology, Psycho-
logy, Education, Human Development, Art, and Independent
Study. Original church affiliations included Reformed Juda-
ism, Catholicism, Rumanian Orthodoxy, Unitarianism, no affil-
iation, and the following protestant denominations: Episco-
palian, Presbyterian, Congregational, Baptist, Methodist, and
Lutheran* Current affiliations represented were Reformed Ju-
daism, Catholicism, Rumanian Orthodozy, Bahai, Kundalini
yoga, Unitarianism, no affiliation, and the following pro-
testant denominations: Episopalian, Congregational, Method-
ist, Lutheran and nondenominational
. These data are summa-
rized in Table 1.
Insert Table 1 about here
Subjects were selected who had experienced and resolved,
or were currently experiencing actual conflict in the reli-
gious or spiritual realm which might be inspired by the in-
fluence of the college or university environment. Several
methods of recruiting were used. Letters were sent to eigh-
teen students enrolled in a Sociology of Religion course at
the University of Massachusetts, and to eight senior Religion
majors at Amherst College (copies of these letters may be
found in Appendix B). These letters were followed by tele-
phone calls, and resulted in three subjects from each pool.
Five more subjects were recruited from a list of names sug-
gested by the chaplain at The United Christian Foundation at
the University of Massachusetts. One subject was suggested
by the director of the Room To Move drug drop-in center at
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the University, and another by one of the thesis advisors.
This method of sampling made possible the type of intense
phenomenological study advocated by Clark (1958) and Malony
(1973), in which commonalities are derived from intensive
studies of individuals and replications are undertaken not to
assess whether observed phenomena are real but to ascertain
that all variables have been discovered.
Procedure
About a week after initial letters were sent, all poten-
tial subjects were contacted by telephone to schedule 90-min-
ute appointments with the experimenter. At the appointed
time, the experimenter gave a short description of the pur-
pose of the interview, and asked the subject to begin talking
about the aspect that seemed the most logical point of de-
parture for him. The interviews were left very unstructured,
and the experimenter used the interview guide only as a
source of additional areas of focus to supplement and com-
plete spontaneous reports, since the nature of individual
cases varied widely. All interviews were taped and later
transcribed with a minimal amount of editing. The typed
transcripts were the source of all the data used in the sub-
sequent analyses. Summaries of the interviews may be found
in Appendix C.
Each transcript was carefully read several times before
any decisions were made regarding the plausibility of the
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analyses suggested by the theoretical material. These read-
ings also suggested additional analyses that might be used,
and some restructuring of the theoretical framework which are
reflected in the current presentation.
It was decided that the focus of the study would be on
the three religious dimensions which seemed most relevant,
with a secondary emphasis on the others, thus avoiding the
multiplicity and complexity which created the confounding of
dimensions in the many attitude change studies. The intel-
lectual dimension was selected, as it lends itself well to
the conceptual framework developed by Perry (1968) allowing
religious progress to serve as a special case of general in-
tellectual and ethical development. The focus was on the
amount of intellectual sophistication brought to the reli-
gion. The closely related ideological dimension was also
studied, as Perry's (1968) scheme was integrated with Havens'
(1963, 1964, 1970) types and sources of conflict and modes
and styles of resolution. The experiential dimension, con-
cerned with the significance of religion in the individual's
life, was also the subject of scrutiny. These three dimen-
sions are intricately related in the "Commitment" process,
and could be subjected to analyses of development and change.
The other dimensions were studied only as they related to and
were needed to understand individual changes on the first
three, since changes on these dimensions might well be the
result, or the source, of changes on the ritualistic and con-
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sequential dimensions. Although the consensual-committed
distinction cuts across all five of these dimensions, those
selected also seemed to lend themselves more readily to an
examination which would reveal whether or not genuine commit-
ment has emerged.
The study was designed primarily to be descriptive in
nature, and as a test of some of the previously formulated
schemata for structuring and understanding the religious
change in students. The 193 pages of transcripts that re-
sulted from the twenty hours of interviews yielded a rich
variety of statements which made possible a number of the in-
tended analyses and suggested several others.
The initial reading of the transcripts was used to order
the biographical and descriptive data for each subject, and
to jot notes on topic areas which seemed particularly rele-
vant. A number of readings followed, each intended to focus
on one of the relevant areas which emerged, and to organize
in some way the accounts relating to it. In this way mater-
ial was gathered to discuss the role and definition of reli-
gious experience, the influence of courses and reading, re-
ligious factors in major and career decisions, and its role
in friendship and community formation.
Further reading of the transcripts involved rating the
various segments, determining which stage of intellectual de-
velopment best described the student's thinking at the vari-
ous conflict and resolution phases discussed. The various
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ratings within each transcript were used to assign the stu-
dents a general position on Perry 1 s (1968) scheme, and to de-
termine whether or not the development occurred in the order
he described. The various positions of escape, defense, and
retreat were also noted in the attempt to replicate Perry's
study. Further perusal of the transcripts was used to deter-
mine the presence or absence of the types and sources of con-
flict and modes and styles of resolution posited by Havens
(1963, 1964, 1970). A final reading was used to write the
interview summaries, which were designed to cover the issues
discussed in the Results and Discussion.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Various aspects of religious development, conflict, and
commitment emerged from the transcripts as relevant for dis-
cussion. The selected dimensions of religiosity also played
a complex and integrated role. These most salient content
areas will be discussed in the pages that follow. Perry's
(1968) scheme will be discussed and clarified in detail with
quotations from the interviews. Further discussions will
also be illustrated in some detail with excerpts from the
transcripts. This seemed a poignant way to take advantage of
the phenomenological approach and frame of reference, since
"
• • • the reality of face-to-faceness that permits most
fully knowing is the reality of spoken messages and gestures.
No substitute for face-to-faceness can become reasonable un-
less it allows the participants themselves to speak—unless
it allows their world to be represented precisely in its own
terms" (Lofland, 1971, p. 4).
Intellectual Development and Sophistication
Perry's (1968) Forms of intellectual and ethical devel -
opment in the college years proved itself a valuable tool for
the assessment of the degree of intellectual sophistication
brought to the religion of these students. This development-
al scheme permits one to distinguish . . between Commit-
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ment in which an hypothesis is accorded faith (Positions 6,
7, 8, and 9) as distinct from commitment in which an hypothe-
sis is mistaken for the only truth (Positions 1, 2, 3, and 4)
. . .
/208-209/". The student moves from a position in which
Multiplicity and Relativism are assimilated into the frame-
work of a world still assumed to be dualistic, through a po-
sition in which the world is explicitly and implicitly as-
sumed to be broadly relativistic, to a position in which he
apprehends the implications of personal choice in such a re-
lativistic world. Beyond that point, he is primarily con-
cerned with the implications of such a choice and the issue
of responsibility. Now the changes are more qualitative than
structural, and the steps are not readily distinguished by
major changes in forms.
It was assumed that the students in our sample would
have advanced as far as the final four positions in their
general intellectual development; although the intellectual
level of their religious commitment might be more difficult
to assess, since Perry provided few guidelines for assessing
the role of religious absolutes. In their general outlook,
all of the students had advanced beyond an all-or-none, right-
or-wrong construal of knowledge. However, some had retreated
to that outlook in their religious commitment. All explicit-
ly acknowledge or implied their perception of man's knowledge
and values as relative, contingent and contextual. And all
discussed their subsequent development in orienting themselves
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in a relativistic world through the activity of personal
"Commitment" or a retreat to a dualistically construed com-
mitment.
Before discussing the relative merits and short-comings
of the scheme as applied to religious development, it will be
clarified and exemplified in some detail with excerpts from
our interview transcripts.
Position 1 ; Basic Duality
Few of the students spoke from the simple assumptions of
basic duality, except in recalling their earlier experiences.
In this familiar world, morality and personal responsibility
consist of simple obedience; learning to be independent con-
sists of learning self-controlled obedience; and morality
consists of committing to memory correct responses, answers,
and procedures:
But I probably didn't realize it because it al-
ways seemed like that was just the way it was . . .
that's what I was taught and I sort of accepted it.
That's what I believed . . . (I) 1
It was very much the puritan ethic. In other
words, a very rigidly defined thing. I didn't
bring anything of myself to my religious experi-
ence. . . up to this point I had taken everything
for face value, the way it was given to me . • •
Numbers in parentheses refer to the number of the stu-
dent whose record is being quoted. Short summaries of the
interview records may be found in Appendix C. Biographical
profiles may be found in Appendix D.
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This was really a revelation, that something could
be different than I thought it was. I thought
everything was all just cut and dry; you were a
Christian if you believed this (3).
Some had flatly rejected such a dogmatic point of view:
He's your typical fundamentalist . . • having
a set of standards that he has found through his
Christian experience and then trying to ascribe
them onto everybody else. And that certainly is
dangerous .... It f s sort of a blind faith, over-
looking some extenuating circumstances . . .
You're a Christian or you're not a Christian; you
are saved or you are not saved. And to be saved
you have to do this, regardless of what you've been
brought up as, what you believe in or whatever.
It's a really dangerous thing (3).
Others have retreated to a security of this position as
a "Commitment", after floundering in a relativistic world:
There had to be an answer one way or the other.
Either it was really true and I ought to get really
involved with Christianity, or there ought to be a
way to show that it didn't really make any differ-
ence and I'd forget it . . • (4).
So I told him that I believed in Jesus and that
I thought that was the answer, the only really
final answer that man could find • . • (13).
Position. 2 : Multiplicity Pre-leqitimate
The evidence in the records for Perry's second position
is meager, though it is alluded to. In this position, the
perceived diversity of opinion and uncertainty is accounted
for by students as unwarranted confusion coming from author-
ities, or as a mere exercise designed to help them to find
answers independently. In the following account, the student
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seems to have retreated to this position as a result of a
"Commitment" to Christianity. He takes his stance in opposi-
tion to authority:
I have not taken a religion course in the last
three years in which anybody has ... been in
agreement with my particular view of Christianity
. . .
The whole cycle of anthropological explana-
tions for religion, sociological explanations, psy-
chological explanations—every place or every time
religion came up in the course, when we wanted to
define religion, it was never in "religious" terms.
It's always, well, now, the anthropologists have an
explanation, the sociologists have an explanation,
Freud has an explanation—I didn't see it in any of
those things, and ... I was not inhibited in say-
ing so. In all honesty, when I went into a course,
the idea was, I know the guy is wrong. He's guilty
until proven innocent (14).
Position 3 : Multiplicity Subordinate
There were also few who spoke out of the third position,
in which diversity and uncertainty are accepted as legiti-
mate, but still temporary. Here the nature of truth remains
unaffected (there is an absolute), but man's relationship to
it is one of searching among alternatives. One student
speaks from this position, in which the relevant absolutes
were not yet in full view:
I was more free to search for the spiritual
things in my own head. But the message was un-
clear, and after a while—and this happened with
my friends too—I was just all over the place
again, where I heard the message only half way.
It was not at all clear (7).
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Another student speaks from this position in opposition
to authorities and others who are groping in this maze, con-
fident that there is a Truth which will emerge:
... I realize more and more that God is the
way, and if there are other ways, as some people
might argue, then if they are on them, they have
made that decision, they live with and bear the
consequences. If that leads to the same point,
they are going to know that and will get there.
If not, then they in turn will bear those conse-
quences, whatever they are. There I wouldn't
choose any other way (13).
A third student also speaks from this position, stress-
ing the consequences of mistaking another of the multiple al-
ternatives for the Absolute. She too opposes herself to the
authority confronting her with alternatives:
I was swept around a whole lot before I became
a Christian, and I was hurt. Because people offer
you, on an intellectual level they offer you a way
to live your life, a way to live part of your life.
And then you have nothing else. So you go along
and try it. And it can be fun sometimes, but it
can also let you come crashing down and hurting
people and wasting time that you could be loving
people and really caring for them. • . .
Position 4 : Multiplicity Correlate
Again, few of the students currently spoke out of the
fourth position. In the first variation of this position,
legitimate uncertainty is perceived to be extensive and raised
to the status of an unstructured epistemological realm in
which anyone has a right to his own opinion. This realm is
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over against that of authority, in which right-wrong still
legitimately prevails.
The following excerpt is from the record of a student
who seems not to have advanced beyond this position, espe-
cially in relation to his religious commitment:
• . . I really can't say if there's a real God.
Who can? But I hope there is. I don't think there
is any way to tell. The way I look at it is . . .
something must have created this world, and that
sounds like just as good an explanation as any
other. Maybe there is some sort of supernatural
creature, why not believe it? There's so many ar-
guments for it and so many against it, you just
take the side you want ... Well, all religion is
an intellectual fight; I don't think there is any
evidence either way. That's why religion bothers
me (8).
As with Perry's students, this one was saying in effect
"that if authoritative opinions differed at all, no one
•knew' /?8/". There appears to be a longing for a "right" or
"wrong", but "Commitment" isn't seen as a legitimate way out.
Position 4 : Relativism Subordinate
Only one student appeared clearly to be speaking out of
the second variation of the fourth position, in which the
discovery of relativism brings the capacity for meta-thought
.
Here, the qualitative, contextual, relativistic reasoning is
discovered as a special case of how "they" want you to think.
The discovery is described and subsequently rejected as ap-
plicable to religion in the following statement:
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That would have been. my pre-college position:
it doesn't matter as long as it works. And I think
a lot of people around here still think that. But
I think their lives show that it doesn't. I get so
that whole intellectual side, a lot of the confusion
— like my, I read a couple of old papers a while
ago, you know. I f m amused at how my opinions seem-
ed to fluctuate back and forth, as to how seriously
to take things. Like ethics, you know. Should it
be loose, should it be tight, anything like that.
I was just really interested in how my mind was
working
.
As I can see now, it was really a back
and forth type of situation, you know. Just kind
of possessed by whatever was the thing. So I guess
that had a lot of influence, and I guess I'd have
to say that the arguments of people who look at re-
ligion as a combination of sociological, psycholo-
gical and historical phenomena, and not as some-
thing that is—could be—the deepest part of human-
ity. I mean, they'll say that, but they don't
really mean it, because it's always under your con-
trol. You know what I mean? I_ just became more
and more turned off to that kind of analysis be-
cause I thought it didn't do justice to what I was
beginning to see and feel going on (15; underlining
mine)
.
Position 5 : Relativism
For Perry, the fifth position of relativism seems to be
pivotal. Here all values and all knowledge are perceived as
contextual and relativistic, and dualistic functions are sub-
ordinated to the status of a special case. One characteris-
tic of this position is that there occurs a breakdown of the
old structure and identity, balanced by a realization of
growth and competence in a relativistic world:
I had a real spiritual kind of identity crisis
going on. I didn't know really where I stood, in
my own awareness of God and all that (7).
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I didn f t have any position at that time, that's
when things were just beginning to sift through and
I was just beginning to see that it made a differ-
ence (15).
I can remember feeling that a lot of things
were not making sense. I was really disgusted with
life. Back in my mind I just could not give up the
fact that there has to be something else besides
this. If there is nothing else, what is the sense
of living? And I know that summer I did get into a
suicide thing. Finding the faith at that moment
was profound timing (12).
Along with the loss of identity there is a sense of ex-
pansion, of at least being in touch with the problematic
qualities of life. Here is the place for the doubt that pre-
cedes genuine faith:
I've changed, I think, only in that I under-
stand the problems a lot better. And I believe a
little bit less; I'm not so certain about every-
thing I believed in (2).
I was bringing a whole critical approach to the
Christian message, and being a lot more careful.
And so I could see myself being a Christian and ac-
cepting the Christian message, but it was much
harder because I had a broader awareness than I did
before ( 3)
.
As stated by Perry (1968): "The sense of expansion con-
trasts not only with felt narrowness of the past but with any
anticipated narrowness into which one might 'settle' in the
future. The fear of losing the new breadth by becoming too
specialized or set-in-one' s-ways may itself contribute to the
stability of this otherwise unstable and diffuse structure
/Vljj. " This threat is recurrent in our reports:
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They lay a real big number on you. But that f s
sort of a trend of the times. Everybody proclaims
that their spiritual thing is the one: ours is the
one, ours is the perfect master, ours is the per-
fect teacher, ours is this and that. I think they
are all great. It's whatever you want. Whatever
your temperament is, do that kind of thing. But
don'
t
lay it on anybody else (7).
I think that it /organized religion/ would tend
to discourage all the different things that are
around. I think what is interesting is that there
is so much going on. Basically I believe there are
a lot of different ways of going, there's really no
one valid, that's valid for every person (4).
A further characteristic of this position is the new ca-
pacity for detachment, which offers its own temptations for
irresponsibility. This detached attitude may be employed to
examine the commitments and heritage of the past, as does the
first student cited below. Or it may be used to examined a
new commitment , as does the second student.
You're not, I don't know what the expression
is, but you're not, the only thing I can think is
sunk in it. I can't really quite think of the ex-
pression I want to have, but at any rate you go
back there and—sure, I've never thought of it
quite that way
—
you have a more detached attitude.
You stop to examine your parents, whom you haven't
spoken with in three or four months, and in a more
objective way, and you start to examine your
friends. You start to ask questions about them and
start to notice things in them which you've never
noticed before; things a little strange, or you're
more detached from them, you look at them more ob-
jectively ( 5 )
.
The more that I sort of became analytical of
what was going on around me, the more it hit me as
a political organization, only with a different
sort—instead of running for election they were
running for, I don't know, power collection, I
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guess. I don't know exactly how to explain it.
And so I became very dubious about the whole reli-
gious game ( 4 )
.
At this point, commitment is generally not seen as a
possible path toward a new identity. There is only the mul-
tiplicity of paths, one as good as the others, accompanied by
the temptation toward irresponsibility through perpetual
hedging
.
It was that experiential encounter which really
confirmed for me the validity of Christianity in a
way that any intellectual proof could not have
done. Because anybody who's sharp, you know, can,
any argument is not foolproof. You can always find
a way around it, when you 1 re talking about things
like supernatural beings (14).
Relativism Correlate : Relativism may take a correlate
form, characterized by a division of the world into areas
where there are right or wrong answers for ourselves and au-
thorities, and those in which relativistic principles must be
used. The following student is one who allows relativism in
a physical sense but not for spiritual matters. In his case,
the demarcation is a retreat from a more diffuse relativism,
resulting from a personal "Commitment":
This whole thing about relativity, indefinite-
ness, I guess relativity is something that I don't
have that much tolerance for any more. I mean,
where it doesn't have to be: intellectual rela-
tivity or just relativity, you know. I mean, I
understand there are certain things about the world
that can't be pinned down, which is to me sort of a
testimony to God in itself. Like when you're study-
ing physics,, the fundamental principles of matter
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are basic probabilities and relativity and all that
kind of stuff. It's really neat to find out that
you can't locate the position of anything. In a
physical sense, it f s impossible. It f s kind of
neat. But on the other hand, morally, I just can't
buy people who say "it depends, it depends, it de-
pends " (15).
Relativism Competing : The relativism may also take a
competing form, in which the relativistic world view alter-
nates with an earlier one of any sort, in which right and
wrong are not necessarily spelled out:
I think mostly because I've categorized things*
I've taken them in separate categories. I haven't
really faced the issue that they are both examining
the same sort of thing, and since I haven't really
faced the issue that they are both examining the
same sort of thing, and since I haven't taken them
as examining the same sort of thing, I haven't com-
pared one with the other. My religious faith
hasn't suffered through comparison with intellect-
ual efforts in class. Partly that and of course
you can't completely ignore the contradiction be-
tween the—I haven't thought really deeply into
what it is I'm trying to say. And I guess that I
think in a very shallow way, that there's no way
you can discover God through the intellect, that in
a sense the world of faith is a separate world from
the intellectual world . . • You can't prove the
existence of God, because if you could there would
be no such thing as faith ... I later decided
that it was in fact a very arrogant thing to do, to
try to judge God yourself, on the basis of reason
and logical arguments ( 5)
.
Relativism Diffuse : In its diffuse form, relativism is
distinguished from later developments by its connotations of
vagueness or lack of focus. It applies to all areas of know-
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ledge, including religion, and the student is not sure how to
resolve the issues he faces:
. . • but when it comes to things like death or
"where did I come from?" like questions—like those
I just can't see ever having any answers for at all
... I just don't see those as questions that peo-
ple can find out about. It is not within their ca-
pabilities to figure out .... You can make all
sorts of religious dogmas or scientific explanations
but you really are not going to know until after (1).
Such a relativistic world is one that threatens an indi-
vidual with a loss of identity, as he is confronted with an
infinite universe of potential contexts for truth and person-
al caring. "Commitment" is one way to regain the lost iden-
tity, through an "ongoing activity relating a person as agent
and chooser to aspects of his life in which he invests his
energies, his care and identity (Perry, 1968, p. 135)."
Position 6 : Commitment Foreseen
The next position into which a student is expected to
move is one in which "Commitment" is foreseen as a resolution
of the problem, but it has not yet been experienced. In this
position, the eventual return of lost religious cares is of-
ten a focus, and it includes the feeling that they will re-
turn in a more meaningful form. Although the student cited
below seems presently to be temporizing in this position, he
has the acute awareness that "Commitment " must come:
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I had almost like wanted to find something to
fit into; not frantic, but I was looking. And
since then I just decided that I really can f t rush
after anything, sort of has to come slowly. Like
I'm not going to stop being open, but I have plenty
of time, before it matters that I have some sort of
ultimate belief system. But I do feel that it's a
not-being-grounded kind of thing. It's almost like
a good feeling now, like I feel this is the age of
experience now: just to be open to everything and
floating around. But I really think that I'm going
to have to find something eventually. I don't
think I could ... a lot of people seem to think
they can live their lives completely open to any-
thing, just sort of floating, and I can't see that
at all. So I'll have to find something eventually
• • • people have to choose (1).
This concern may also focus on the possible future loss
of a religious commitment
:
I'm not so certain about everything I believed
in. I don't know if that will wear away ... I
feel this way about it: if I do end up some day
not believing, it will probably be more to do with
my own head and where I'm at than an American cul-
ture telling me what I was doing wrong. Because I
don't believe that (2).
The discovery that "Commitment" offers resolution is one
that includes a recognition of the need for responsibility
and a course of action, as stated by the first student below.
At this point, the student may make a commitment to "Commit-
ment". This involves a commitment to oneself as a point of
origin for other "Commitments", but the commitment displays
no specific content
:
When it starts to become a conflict you have to
make a decision either to believe it or not, but
you can't sit on the fence and ride it out, which I
think some people try to do (15).
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You just have to accept something, and what
specifically it is I think isn't really important
. . .
The whole essence of everything lies in just
something that you believe (3).
According to Perry (1968) the next three positions focus
on responsibility:
The hero makes his first definition of himself
by some engagement undertaken at his own risk.
Next he realizes in actual experience the implica-
tions of his initial Commitments. Then, as he ex-
pands the arc of his engagements and pushes forward
in his impingements and unfoldings of experience,
he discovers that he has undertaken not
_a finite
set of decisions, but a way of life /153/.
Position 7 : Initial Commitment
The seventh position "describes that state in a student 1 s
life in which he has undertaken to decide on his own responsi-
bility who he is or who he will be, in some major area of his
life
. . . £153/ Here, the student experiences a relief in
having a settled purpose, and he also feels strongly defined
by the external forms associated with the role he has chosen.
This position is quite easily identified in the content of
the records:
But we all went through the transition together.
We all arrived at the place. We all became vege-
tarian, so then we all started doing meditation, and
it seemed like what we were supposed to do (7).
I made a commitment to Christ, on a personal
level, that was different from any other kind of
commitment that I had made . . . (14).
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I gradually tried to work my way back into theChristian mold ... I think I have deepened it and
I think I know what it means to be a Christian (3).
For a while I had, I did make the decision. I
said "this is it, you know, or this is it, or here
I am, or my way is the right way" and all this sort
of thing (4).
Positions 8 and 9 : Orientation in Implications of Commitment
Developing Commitment (
s
)
It is evident that most of the students in our sample
have made a personal commitment separate from their religious
upbringing, although not all of these will be found to meet
Perry's criteria for a true, examined "Commitment Most of
them have also oriented themselves in the stylistic issues
and implications of commitment which constitute the next po-
sition. Some have even advanced to the point of developing
"Commitment", in which balances in tensions are developing,
and changes of mood and outlook are accepted within the con-
tinuity of one's identity.
For many, there are intimations of loneliness that can
be balanced only by others who face the same dilemma:
I could see that other people were going through
the same thing that I was and the thing that
brought me around to faith in Christ was somebody
showed some concern for me . . . I've really enjoy-
ed the fellowship that we have here (14).
At this point, one of the stylistic issues which must be
balanced is the dichotomy between reality and idealism:
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You see 1 9ot involved in Unitarian circlesprimarily because I found them expressing a belief
system, a set of values that I found very intrigu-ing, very valuable for me. They were beliefs I
wanted to hold: the dignity of man, the sacredness
of life, social justice
. . . you can fill yourself
up on idealism, you get all the idealistic gas, and
you go out there and run in the real world for a
while and you fight hard to achieve them and so on,
and soon you run out of gas . . . you get immersed
in idealism again (9).
Here we are in a beautiful little atmosphere
with relatively little problems, and we pine soul,
our hearts away at the condition of our fellow man
and the rest of the world. Somehow it's hard to
reconcile. It almost seems absurd to me, I quess
(3).
We started out with an extremely high idealis-
tic view of it and we've become much more practical
(10).
The neat thing about the Christian life is you
know you 1 re going to be shaken. That's the whole
point (15).
In the struggle between reality and idealism that charac
terizes this stage, one of the responsibilities faced with a
great deal of sobriety is the relationship to, and effect of,
the new way of life on others. The students sound especially
serious when they judge their own lives by some of the stand-
ards they feel are implicit in their "Commitments":
One thing that does worry me is that, is I'm
afraid that this religious experience I have now
has been tailored to my own requirements, that may-
be I don't satisfy the demands well enough ... I
think there are contradictions in my testimony . •
. I excuse myself for dealing with God on very per-
sonal terms rather than trying to administer to his
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justice and his will for the community outside
religion does enter into my decisions about what to
#
do and xn a less subtle way it enters into my judg-
ments about what I've done (5).
I found more and more all the time that I
couldn't do the things that weren't right, that my
conscience and my consciousness were being pulled
by analysis of what was true and what was Christian
and what was law; and I couldn't do what wasn't
right, and if I did do it I felt really crummy,
really rotten. I felt guilty because I knew that
I wasn't living up to my own potential (7).
True existence can only be met if you accept
your own death, your utmost possibility, and in
this society we don't do that. And so here I am:
I've accepted the fact that I should accept the
possibility of my death, but I can't do it, you
know . . . it's hard to sort of find yourself in
your own, as one's self and accept yourself for
what you are. That's the way it is (3).
There is no doubt that the stylistic aspects of "Commit-
ment", and its implications, are actively being explored by a
majority of these students. And some have reached the cri-
terion for a fully mature, examined religious "Commitment"
—
one in which the attitude towards other people with a belief
or faith in a different Absolute does not consist of a moral
obligation to convert them or annihilate them. This attitude
is beautifully summarized in the following quotation:
And it doesn't matter how you do it as long as
you live righteously, give to others, and don't
hurt anybody. Just spread the truth, that's all he
was really saying. And I began to read into that,
and since then I have had a really total respect,
and a real strong love for my grandparents. Be-
cause they're much more spiritual than anybody I
know, except for a very few people ... I can re-
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late to that, I mean, that's beautiful. And the
fact that he f s a Baptist minister and I'm a Kunda-
lini yogi makes no difference. The method is dif-
ferent, but the life and the expectations and the
results are the same . . .We're not even just in-
terested in getting people to live in the exact way
of life we live, as to enjoy the benefits of that
way of life. Whatever form it takes to enjoy being
happy, and not being guilty, and not being an angry
person and not being greedy, that's what we're into
. . . .
But I don't care what people think, I liter-
ally don't. As long as it doesn't hurt anybody
else and it helps to make them joyful. In one
sense I don't even care if people do stuff that
messes them up; it doesn't get me upset. But my
job, as I see it, is to try and offer something
else other than pain ... a guy I knew made a mov-
ie on a Christian commune in California. I saw the
movie, and it was one of the most beautiful things
I have ever seen. Those people are so high and so
happy and so healthy; they just live so righteously
and so beautifully. I mean, who could complain
about anything like that? It's great! (7)
Alternatives to Growth : Temporizing , Retreat and Escape
At several points, in the description of the nine posi-
tions, retreat, escape, or temporizing were mentioned as the
means by which a position was attained. Here, the process of
growth has been suspended, nullified, or even reversed. In
the first alternative, temporizing, the student may pause for
a year or more, quite aware of the step lying ahead of him,
as if waiting or gathering his forces. This occurred upon
several occasions in our records:
Last year when I was a freshman, that was sort
of my religious void. I had no strict beliefs at
all ... I just sorta forgot about religion com-
pletely. I didn't need religion or think about it
at all. And this year ... I'm sort of getting
something together now (1).
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It seems like xn the past few years I more orless suspended questioning. I hadn't probed deeplythrough it and I don't know why
. .
. maybe I havetrouble jxvxng religion with new experiences (5).
Another alternative is retreat, in which the student en-
trenches himself in the anger and hatred of otherness, caught
up in dualistic, absolutistic structures:
At that point, I think I completely rejected
the Christian message, I reacted completely, I
don't know who I followed, but there were critics
of religion and I was enjoying my new liberal
stance ... I didn't really sit down and think
about it. I just sort of rejected it, which was
much easier (3)
.
Retreat can also take the form of moving back to an ear-
lier position other than a simple or complex dualism. For at
least one student this was the case. His return was back to
a position of relativism:
When I decided that I was proselytizing and
really getting into Maharaj Ji it made me really
cautious about any sort of discussion ... I had
sort of like a psychological burning, and I was
really cautious about getting into another cult or
something like that ... I figure there are enough
people telling you want to do, and religion was
something that every person had to find for him-
self ... I think what is interesting is that
there is so much going on (4).
The third alternative is escape. This involves the ex-
ploitation of detachment offered by some middle position on
the scale in the avoidance of personal responsibility known
as alienation:
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I didn't believe in any kind of reality at all,
not even physical reality. I had belief in no-
thing. I picked everything apart with my mind, and
ended up saying "well, I don't know" about every-
thing. I was an agnostic about everything (6).
Escape may also take the form of escape into "Commit-
ment"— a move designed to avoid complexity and return to em-
beddedness in a firm position:
It was almost a desperation move of "I've look-
ed for you everywhere else . . ." (14).
The positions in Perry's scheme, including deflections
from the main path, were well documented in the interview ma-
terial. That all occur at some point in the development of
some students was evident. It also appears that all students
move from Dualism through Multiplicity and Relativism on to
developing "Commitment" as described by the scheme, with per-
haps some minor variations. One of the difficulties in eval-
uating the transcripts is that we did not have longitudinal
data, as did Perry, and some of the earlier positions had to
be inferred from later reminiscences. From these reports, it
was much easier to document the later positions in the scheme.
Yet there seems to be enough evidence to support the scheme
as applicable to our students as well as the Harvard and Rad-
cliffe samples.
One of the deflections which receives little emphasis
from Perry, but is well documented in our sample, is dissoci-
ation in positions 7, 8, or 9. This category is applicable
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to students who, while advancing in most aspects of their
lives, have kept some aspects dissociated from the general
advance without appearing to have invalidated their central
growth. This dissociation applies to almost all of the
Christians in our sample, who have oriented themselves in a
relativistic world and made a personal "Commitment " which is
developing and being considered in all its implications, with
a resolution of tensions and an emergent sense of identity.
Christianity, by definition, requires a dualistic position
and orientation towards religion in its claim to be the only
way to salvation and the subsequent emphasis on witnessing.
At the same time, it seems that the attitude taken by these
students is more complicated than merely regarding dualism
(as applied to Christianity) as a special case in context,
which is the expected orientation in a relativistic world.
Consequently, the "Commitment to Christ" can, in Perry's
scheme, never be more than a qualified one, though it may in-
clude far more personal examination than the open "Commit-
ments" of others.
The Dialogue Between the Intellectual and Experiential
Havens (1964) singled out a type of conflict as "the
conflict between reason or logical thought and feelings or
intuition ^83/. " This dilemma seemed important enough to our
students to merit discussion, although it was more often men-
tioned as one of the stylistic issues of "Commitment" than a
genuine source of challenge to the faith. This stylistic is-
sue is one which links the intellectual dimension to the ex-
periential one as the student searches for his place on the
subjective-objective continuum—a process sometimes perceived
as genuinely paradoxical.
The Role of Religious Experiences
One thing that seems to emerge from the discussions is
that a religious "experience" of a dramatic sort is not a
necessity for most of these students. Only two of them re-
ferred to experiences of that sort—dramatic experiences
which included intense physiological reactions. The first
was a state attained through sustained meditation, and lead
ing to the temporary following of the teachings of Maharaj
Ji. At this point the student looks back at the experience
skeptically and almost scornfully:
During initiation I got what you call a reli-
gious experience. I had some really intense things
like watching this Mahatma flash out. You're look-
ing at him and you'd just be sitting there and like
the whole side of the room will flash; I'm not sure
that that's just from me being really keyed up or
what happened. I think it's just from me being
really keyed up at that point. It was like the
whole corner of the room just went "whoosh!" like
that . . .I'd put it down as a physiological one.
I mean, it's like, if you fast or if you really
push your body through any way you have sort of an
intense experience. I don't know how, I don't know
if it's religious or not (4).
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The second student had a traditional "conversion experi-
ence (to Christianity) in the strongest sense of the word:
While I was studying the Bible and reading this
Bahai book in the evening, I felt my whole body
just gradually begin to slow down. Every process,
physiologically and emotionally, began to slow down,
and at first I didn't fear it too much. But as it
went more and more, I was beginning to get really
scared, and it finally got to the point where it
was almost as if I was facing death. During this
time— I was writing when I was studying—it got so
bad that I said "well, I guess I had better lie
down". And my bed was right in the room and I went
and laid down a couple of times, and once I went to
the bathroom to look at my eyes. I was really
frightened at that point. And another time when I
had been laying down, I got up and wrote three or
four pages of notes saying that I had felt that
something was going wrong, that I was facing death
and that Jesus Christ was the answer. And I laid
down ... I could feel the muscles just relaxing,
and somehow or other I was not as terrified as I
had been before that. I somehow knew that things
were going to work out. This process of relaxation
continued until it seemed to me at least that I
could not move . . . and I lay there and I could
. . . just see like a red line across my eyes.
Some kind of red line and maybe a little wave in
the line. I began to pray, and I'd never prayed
before in my life . . . and as I prayed and medi-
tated, on just what little scripture I knew, the
life seemed to come back into my body ... it was
like a baby rediscovering his whole body. I just
wanted to check out, and the one thing that was on
my mind—and I say my mind because I was really
concerned, you know, because being without oxygen,
I wanted to find out if my mind was still o.k. • .
but there was a period of, I would say close to two
months when I don't know how to describe it except
maybe I was on a cloud and people that I knew re-
cognized something drastically different in my life
(13).
It's obvious from these accounts that intense "religious"
experiences still occur, and make a definite impression on
their subjects. Even today, conversions of a dramatic sort
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are present. But many of the students who had made serious
religious "Commitments" felt that too high a premium could be
placed on experiences of that nature:
That was the issue on which we divided very
quickly. I couldn't pick out a date at which time
I became a Christian. I felt nonetheless that my
experience as a Christian was a real one. I don't
think he was listening to me at all. And he had
trouble comprehending how one could be a Christian
simple because he had never not been a Christian
(5).
Some regard it as especially dangerous to go into reli-
gion seeking such dramatic experiences. In this particular
case the concern is that experience is not enough: it must
be accompanied by some ideological changes as well:
I don't think it f s coincidental that T.M. has
had such a big impact, because it's very experien-
tial. It's really, it's supposed to make a change
in the way you feel. Your whole body, you know,
not just your attitudes . • . it changes your en-
tire physical being. Wowl That's really heavy!
It's cheaper than dope, you know. I don't know
what it is that produces that kind of thrust that
people— "I've got to experience it, it's got to be
a really wild experience". I don't know what all
the factors are that produce that, but just looking
at the surface of it, we know that that's the way a
lot of people think. And consequently anything
that touches that particular note of response in a
person is going to have an effect on people. It's
going to be sucked up really quickly. People are
going to latch onto it. Christianity doesn't have
the reputation for doing that . • . (14).
What distinguishes an important experience from one
which is merely interesting or exciting is the fact that it
leads to some genuine changes:
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I see a couple of guys in our house whose whole
thing has been totally turned around now because
they've become Christians. That isn't something
that everybody can do. And I think the change is
as dramatic as a person learning to speak. And I
think it will have greater effect because this per-
son is going to be changed for the rest of his life
and all his interactions with other people, and it
really is deflating to the ego trip of your typical
reformers who like to see dramatic changes going
on. But they are so superficial ... (15).
Redefinition of Religious Experiences
The previous responses were to what have been tradition-
ally regarded as "religious experiences' 1 . Our students rede-
fined those terms so that a number of other experiences could
also be regarded as "religious". One of these redefinitions
is the feeling of unity engendered in the fighting of a
"cause":
It's like when you do something good, it's like
a worship experience* To take over a building
could be a religious experience ... a group of
people have a common feeling. Something must be
done about—basically an expression of some human
value .... People get together and really go
through some sort of catharsis within themselves
•
It's a big deal to march into a building . . . it's
similar to a worship experience. Some religious
experiences go through this emotional jerk . . .
it's not a sit-down, contemplative approach to God
. . . the rationalization of the experience always
comes afterwards (9)
.
Besides social action and unified organization around a
cause
,
religious experience involves the feelings of peace,
joy, and love, as expressed in the following accounts:
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The idea of a religious consciousness is to be
on the broom mat to people and reflect it . . . and
you should be able to take other people's burdens
. . .
giving of yourself ... to apply it in a way
of life that brings joy, and that serves people is
a loving thing, which I was really looking for (7).
In the academic sense, religious experience
would be something that would give them a firm idea
of where they stand and why they stand. With me, I
sort of qualify that. A religious experience is
one where I feel an incredible amount of love be-
tween people ... to feel a sense of community and
identity with the people you're dealing with . . .
it comes in flashes, in isolated moments of real,
real togetherness between people (3).
Individualistic definitions of religious experience also
include entrance into altered states of consciousness , in
which thinking and feeling are subtly changed
:
Religious experience would probably be one that
is outside ordinary experience, or it can be an or-
dinary experience that you perceive as being excep-
tional. You're sort of outside your usual frame of
thought . . • taking you outside your normal refer-
ence • • • making you think of an extraordinary
force. It's sort of realizing that there are
things that are really out of your control, out of
anybody's control. That there seems to be like en-
ergy that's floating, has just sort of been there
all this time, and it's realizing there is all this
energy around . . . Religious experience, I think,
is highly personal and it's sort of unifying your-
self. If you're experiencing something intensely,
I think that all your faculties are conscious of it
(4).
This kind of definition evidences the creativity of ex-
pression and the broad-based episternology (integrating all
the faculties which Havens (1970) finds so important in a
"mature" religion. It involves more than mere thinking as a
way of knowing.
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The Realm of Confirmation : Subjective or Objective?
Feal religion is something that must be experienced, and
it's usually described as something which occurs within the
experiential or consequential dimension. As one student,
cited earlier, stated: "the rationalization of the experi-
ence always comes afterwards, " And it seems that the thing
which comes afterwards, within the intellectual and ideologi-
cal dimensions, seldom is regarded with as much esteem. This
is when the term "religion" is often used scoffingly:
I could see where a certain religion or set of
beliefs might help me find a meaning for life, but
I always have to make the distinction that they
didn't ... I could see where that is a good set
of symbols: they could explain the feeling that I
have, but I could never feel that those symbols are
true .... If you believe there is a God ...
you are affected by it, just as if there is one.
So maybe the actual fact that you think there is
one acts to create one ... I think that's full of
crapl I really don't think that when someone de-
voutly believes in God, because they think there is
a God I really don't think there is one (1).
Such reified religion may give meaning and direction to
life, but to think that there is any element of truth to it,
in an absolute sense, is nonsense:
I think that man created God so that he would
have some reason for his being. But I still be-
lieve in God, because man has to have something to
believe in ... I'm not sure of God. If God is
only a way I feel, a made-up thing, then why talk
to God? (11)
Closely aligned to this sentiment is the feeling that re-
r
ligion is no more than any other ideology—a man-made creation
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or reification designed merely to give life a purpose:
Religion gives some organization to your life.
Something to believe in ... . This provided a
ready-made answer, there was organization there
. .
.
not so much unquestioning belief. They have an-
swers for you .... It might be a benefit in pre-
venting more problems. Because if you have some-
thing to believe in, some way to explain it ration-
ally, while you are meeting these problems or what-
ever, you know I think that would help in future
circumstances ( 8 )
.
While this view recognizes and accepts this function of
religion as providing the individual with an interpretation
of his existence, the following student totally rejected its
function as a means to transcend the deprivation of man's ex-
istence:
Socially speaking, religion is very dysfunc-
tional • • • people use religion to justify their
life, to tell themselves that "in spite of the fact
that I am a bastard president of General Motors
fucking over thousands of workers every day, I be-
lieve in God, so I f m all right." Or if you 1 re
starving to death in the Mississippi delta and
there is no hope, God is your hope instead of ris-
ing up against the conditions that make it so. Re-
ligion is the way you survive in that situation . •
. so much of what religion does in the world is so
God-damn awful, and destructive, you have a hard
time taking it seriously. It is usually a stretch
for me to be tolerant towards things that are la-
beled religion (9).
In general, religious experiences are accepted as valid,
while attempts to rationalize them on an intellectual or ideo-
logical level meet with derision. Therefore, it is felt that,
ultimately, confirmation of a religious experience cannot
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take place on an intellectual level. Analysis tends to be
regarded as a destruction of the experience:
So a person at that point is still very heavily
into experience, and not into religion. And is
also distinguishing between his experience and what
he defines as religion, I think. From experi-
ence. And then he continues in that state or . . .
takes another step or he goes to a different place
and sees ... an organization. And at that point
the idea that the experience is not an experience
and is now a religion . . . the initial belief and
the initial gung-hoedness has disappeared and you're
now seeing, you're analyzing what is going on ra-
ther than just strictly experiencing. I think
that's when it becomes religion ... if you start
analyzing then you ' re cutting off your own experi-
ence • . . then you're breaking down whatever you
are doing .... The experience is supposedly one
of unity within yourself, so right there you're
destroying it (4)
.
The feeling was very strong among these students that
the confirmation and understanding of one's religious "Com-
mitment " lay 1 argely outside the intellectual sphere. Reli-
gion, to achieve rsonal validation must be experienced in
one ' s own life. Intellectual sophistication fal Is di smally
short in its attempt to be of service. Intellectual powers
are inadequate in a relative world in which there are no ab-
solutes at which to arrive:
When I get to a point where I don't understand
things, understand something about God, say, some
point in theology or something, I don't chuck the
whole thing any more, because I've experienced
bod's love, and the happiness and peace and those
things. I know that they are valuable and I can't
really say why. There are some very basic ques-
tions I can't give proof for or something. I can't
prove anything, in fact. I don't have ail that
much faith in intellectual things (6).
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There seems to be a cogent recognition of the fact that
religious experience is nonrational by definition—that it
would be paradoxical to apply rational criteria to its evalu-
ation (Clark, Malony, Daane, and Tippett, 1973):
There's no way you can discover God through the
intellect . . • in a sense the world of faith is a
separate world from the intellectual world. That
dealing with detached intellectual matter, God sim-
ply does not appear. Therefore, it's very easy to
say he does not exist on an intellectual level. I
suppose I've rationalized it . . . that you can't
judge faith through intellect . . . because the va-
lidity of faith has become clear to me in the past
three years ... you can't prove the existence of
God because if you could there would be no such
thing as faith. You can't have faith in something
you can prove.
I don't think it matters what it is, you know,
it's an act of faith and it can't be proven one way
or another. So you just have to accept something
—
and what specifically it is isn't really important
. ... An intellectually oriented atmosphere . . .
can sort of take away from all that grace involves
. . . an absolute love that's been given to mankind
and that all he has to do is accept it . . . (3).
Intellectual analysis is a limited thing which has a
ceiling that stops long before it reaches the Absolute. Ex-
perience and higher consciousness are a much better way to
approach that. Intellectual analysis has its place, but only
in conjunction with other techniques more suited to religious
experiences
:
All of the great religions tell us to live by
those things which are eternal, everlasting, undy-
ing, and applicable in all situations . . . psycho-
logy is a limited point of view. People who relate
from their hearts are always much more far up. It
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doesn't mean that you can't study
. . . and under-
stand those techniques, because a lot of them do
have parts to them that do represent a really good
approach to human consciousness. But I think you
really have to be wary, and pick and choose those
things ( 7 )
.
I think it needs to be an experiential thing
. • • and I think it is logical and needs to be de-
fended intellectually. I think people are called
in different areas to defend Christianity ... I
think Christianity is an historical event and it
must be, that it is an objective truth, and it is
also a subjective truth, but ... it can never be-
come just that (13).
It is felt that personal conviction definitely grows out
of a personal experience, rather than intellectual verifica-
tion or logical argument. Objective truth is not convincing
if it isn't experienced in a personal way:
That's the whole key to Christianity. It's not
a religion of the head, it's a religion of the
heart. And certainly the intellectual aspect en-
hances it . . . but the reality of it is that
Christianity is experiential and unless a person is
experiencing what he believes • • . then anybody is
going to be able to shred him to pieces in a class-
room discussion . . • It's a kind of information
that's not susceptible to being degraded by an aca-
demic or intellectual kind of approach (14).
In a sense, the type of resolution found here seems par-
adoxical. For most of these students, their religious "Com-
mitment" grew out of a critical, necessary development on the
intellectual dimension. But in their continuing development,
this intellectual dimension is denied a relevant function.
This may be a way to avoid what might otherwise be the recog-
nition of ambivalence in their belief system. Yet in a sense,
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it is the most cogent confirmation we have of the emergent
stylistic issues so important to Perry's scheme. This pat-
tern does not conform to the typical pattern outlined by
Dittes (1969), in which a belief is usually expressed and de-
fended in terms of rational, objective considerations. But
in the ultimate integration, the emotional and experiential
faculties are reincorporated in a process that leads to a de-
veloping, mature religion. Only when such a personal affir-
mation is involved can a person's orientation in a relativis-
tic world be described as an examined Commitment
The Role of Courses and Reading in Religious Growth
Although academic courses were definitely not a neces-
sary factor in the precipitation and resolution of religious
conflict, they did play a major role in a number of cases.
This was especially true for the Amherst College men, all Re-
ligion majors, who seemed to have instilled in them a concern
for intellectual honesty and the validity of their personal
religious experiences. The implications of the critical-ra-
tionalist method as an influential factor (Havens, 1964) were
poignantly expressed by each of these students:
I was bringing a whole critical approach to the
whole Christian message, and being a lot more care-
ful . . . Amherst is intellectually oriented . . .
In this atmosphere . . . you have brilliant people
walking around and they make brilliant arguments,
and you can believe them and they certainly might
be true (3).
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In your freshman year you come to college
thinking that there should be some conflict and
you'd best resolve it. Be intellectually honest
about it. I think it's almost, when I look back on
it now, it's kind of an acceptance of the arrogance
of the intellect, that your teachers and you can
prove
—
your studies decide the validity, make judg-
ments on the validity of God—and I convinced my-
self that I was going to have to do that (5).
I've not allowed it to be called into question.
For which I've been accused of intellectual dishon-
esty. But being fairly objective, I can't see that
the people who reject my particular point of view
are any more intellectually honest than I am when
they reject it out of hand before even hearing it
(14).
He was an anti-intellectual in the extreme.
I've been called—my professors don't think I'm
anti-intellectual, they think I'm sometimes breezy
because I don't like to put up with all the picay-
une stuff that goes on (15).
In this liberal arts environment, courses seemed to be
designed to precipitate the structural growth from dualism to
relativism— a challenge these young men accepted. But they
were also dedicated to religion as an area of study, and took
those courses very seriously. For all, the first religion
course had an impact:
Religion was sort of a social manifestation of
man's weakness, that stuff .... At that point I
think I completely rejected the Christian message.
I reacted completely. I don't know who I followed.
I was sort of enjoying my new liberal stance. I
thought I might as well follow suit, and so it
wasn't a real critical approach to Christianity. I
didn't really sit down and think about it. I just
sort of rejected it, which was much easier (3).
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For this student, that was the beginning of a process
which resulted in a reintegration of religion in his life:
I tried to work my way back into some sort of
Christian mold. I took Old Testament and Uevj Tes-
tament, so I had an awareness of what scripture was
saying. And I could see that what I thought it was
saying didn't really mesh with what I was learning
it was saying. I was bringing a whole critical ap-
proach to the Christian message. I think I have
deepened it and know what it means to be a Chris-
tian (3).
A second student finds that religion courses have changed
his view of God, that he now tends to think of him in Old Tes-
tament terms. As far as the intellectual challenge is con-
cerned, he finds the critical method to be perhaps too much
of a challenge for his faith, and detaches it from the realm
of his religion:
• . • some sociology book which is absolutely
the clearest and most lucid argument, though I
didn't particularly want it to be. At that point I
think I asked the most questions ... I don f t know
whatever happened to my doubts then. I think I
more or less supended them. I more or less ration-
alized them away and later decided that it was in
fact a very arrogant thing to do, to try to judge
God yourself on the basis of reason and logical ar-
gument (5).
But his detachment also received encouragement from the
philosopher-teacher who proved the inadequacy of logic which
is based on presuppositions that cannot be proven as absolutes:
At one point the teacher was lecturing on Saint
Anselm's . . . ontological argument, and he out-
lined the steps on the board ... He had proven
that God exists and we all knew that he didn't
think so (5).
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Assuming the necessity for a "leap of faith", this stu-
dent's detachment need not be seen as an act of intellectual
retreat. To detach reason and logic from the realm of reli-
gion is one way to avoid a conflict and simulate its resolu-
tion. Another approach is that of the student, cited above,
who found himself accused of intellectual dishonesty. Reason
and logic are accepted as legitimately applicable in the area
of religion, a set of presuppositions is accepted as absolute,
and conflicts in courses are rationalized by challenging the
presuppositions and assumptions of the teacher:
I have not taken a religion course in the last
three years in which anybody has, any of the mater-
ial has been in agreement with my particular views
of Christianity .... Sometimes it was just by
the suppositions that were established at the be-
ginning of the course about what we're going to
deal with and what's possible .... The one thing
I noticed most that was disturbing is that you have
to be objective about religion. That seems to me a
contradiction in terms, because religion is sup-
posed to be a personal experience ... to put it
in an academic context. • . is to eliminate the
real core of what it is all about. ... To walk
into a class was a challenge to present my side of
the argument—a challenge not to let those presup-
positions be the only ones laid out on the table
(14).
This is a bitter fight, but its result is the strength-
ening of a "Commitment" which is definitely an examined one:
It's increased my ability to understand my
faith and to make it clear to other people what I
believe. It's forced me to examine exactly what I
believe and to be able to tell someone clearly what
it is I believe, why I believe it, where I find the
basis for it in scripture, other people who believe
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the same thing, and so forth. It's kept me frombeing a lazy Christian. When somebody challenges,
I've been forced to answer. If you answer impre-
cisely, with no support for it whatsoever, you'veblown your chance. And you haven't made a very co-
gent argument for your faith (14).
In general, the fourth Amherst student shared this point
of view as well. But there was less bitterness in his tone,
which was tinged with some disillusionment with the method:
I just became more and more turned off to that
kind of analysis because it didn't do justice to
what I was beginning to see and feel going on (15).
For these students, the courses have made a double im-
pact. They were not only taught a new structure and method
of thought, but also came away with an examined and newly re-
inforced theology that cogently illustrates the interrelated-
ness of the intellectual and ideological aspects of religion.
The influences of courses and reading on the students at
the university was not nearly as explicit and easily organ-
ized as it was for the Amherst College men. For one student,
literature courses taken at Boston University were directly
responsible for intensive Bible reading and a subsequent con-
version to Christianity. For another, Bible reading, quite
independent of courses, also led to conversion. For a third,
reading of Baha'i literature inspired the decision to convert
to that faith. And for a fourth, reading in eastern philoso-
phies helped shape a very personal orientation to Christian-
ity. Reading seems to be a strong influence in the direction
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of making a "Commitment", although there was no evidence for
its influence in the precipitation of conflict.
Courses have played a variety of roles. For one stu-
dent, course work offered the opportunity to do voluminous
research on the Quakers—a sect into which he later decided
he couldn't fit. Courses have allowed him to think about re-
ligion so that he's "sort of getting something together now,
some sort of belief thing /l7". Course work has proved pro-
vocative, but even the ideas of Freud don't threaten his sys-
tem, since "it doesn't matter where it comes from . . . what
matters is where it's at now," Another student found herself
challenged and tempted in a women's history course. But for
her the challenge was not primarily a religious one, although
she disagreed with some of the ideas. The challenge was one
of intellectual honesty: "It was so obvious that the kids
there had to agree with what she was saying, because that was
what she really believed, and if they didn't it would affect
grades and self-esteem /6/» " A third student found himself
challenged and moved down in the estimation of a professor
because of his beliefs:
Then, see, I had him in a course at the same
time. After reading some of my papers he was kind
of curious where my head was at, what my real or-
ientation was . . . Before, I thought he was really
interested, and now I feel that he's at the peri-
meter. He's questioning now, and he's more aloof.
He'd be a little more perhaps reluctant to share,
and to really help me (13).
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Although there is no clear evidence to relate differ-
ences in commitments to the effects of the different college
environments, the effects of these two environments did seem
to be mediated in different ways. While the liberal arts
college with its "up-to-date" religion department offered a
real challenge to religious ideology and intellectual sophis-
tication, the university's influences were indirect, and gen-
erally less potent. It generally transpired within the con-
sequential dimension of religion, presenting a decision about
whether or not religious considerations had a role in secular
life, without affecting the underlying dimensions of reli-
gious belief or experience.
Religious Factors in Major and Career Decisions
Closely related to courses and their influence, from an
academic point of view, is the choice of a major. Feldman
(1970), from his review of the literature relating to the in-
fluence of religion on major fields, concluded that (1) reli-
gious considerations were not particularly important for most
students in their choice of a major, and (2) whatever effects
major fields do have on the religious outlook of students are
primarily the result of indirect, diffuse, and unintentional
influences. Since the students in our study were directly
questioned in relation to this issue, their reports could be
used to assess the validity of these conclusions.
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It seems that Feldman's conclusions over-simplify the
relationship, which is in actuality a reciprocal influence of
some complexity. A simple, direct relationship may be in-
volved. In this case, a religious "Commitment" may influence
the choice of a major, the major choice may directly influ-
ence a change in religious commitment, or the two may contin-
ue to influence and reinforce each other. A more complex,
indirect relationship involves a mediating factor. Religious
"Commitment" may carry implications for a future career which
requires preparation through a specific major. Or the com-
mitment may imply a value system that suggests the desirabil-
ity of plausibility of a specific major without immediate im-
plications for a future career. The alternative is that a
value system quite apart from the religious one determines a
career choice or a commitment to a way of life resulting in a
choice of a major. But for the students in our study, the
more general pattern was that religious "Commitment" and the
choice of a major were related in some way.
The simple relationship between religion and choice of a
major was partly considered in our discussion of course in-
fluences on religious conflict. There we found that the
choice of a Religion major had a profound effect on the reli-
gious and intellectual development of the Amherst College men.
Major choice and resulting courses influenced some of the
university students as well. However, the choice of a major
was not accidental for these young men, who were already in-
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terested in religion in some capacity, and wanted to further
their understanding of some experiences they were having.
Two of the university students also had their choice of ma-
jors definitely influenced by their religious "Commitments",
and both elected to develop independent study majors. The
first student, committed to the Rumanian Orthodox church, or-
ganized a course in Balkan Studies. The second, a Kundalini
yogi, developed an independent study in the area of eastern
philosophy.
For some, a commitment to the Church (or to Christ) is a
definite part of the future. Without a specific decision
about how this "Commitment" will reveal itself in a career, a
major is chosen which seems most likely to provide adequate
preparation for a number of options. The student majoring in
Balkan Studies was one of these:
I'm going to go into the theological institute in
Bucharest and study theology. That doesn't neces-
sarily make me a priest, nor do I have to become a
priest afterwards. In the Orthodox church theolo-
gians are people who are respected, so I can become
a theologian ( 2 )
.
Such a commitment to the Church, without a definite di-
rection, was not uncommon. One of the Religion majors faced
the same dilemma:
I f m planning to go to divinity school, but I do
not want to go into the preaching ministry . . .
There's a distance between the parish and the cler-
gy, and a fear I suppose, and that's a bad thing,
and I don't know if that can be overcome. And I
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don't think I want to spend my time trying to over-
come something like that .... I think the church
should be a social force
. . . and I f m still weigh-
ing in my mind whether social work would be the
better, better way of getting at it than a divinity
school education (3).
For such students, religion or a related subject was
chosen as an appropriate major for the present time, but
there was a feeling of tentativeness about the career for
which it was preparing them. They were waiting expectantly
for a sign which might give them some more direction or de-
finition. It is a feeling as if the choice itself is very
much in transition, so that the student himself does not know
how his "Commitment" is to be expressed:
I was just going to get my degree and then go
to seminary, but now I'm discovering that I really
enjoy it ^teaching/ and I may do something along
those lines instead of getting, becoming ordained.
I may go into like the Sunday School and work
through that, along those lines. So in a way my
religious values didn't influence my choosing that
career, but that career is definitely going to work
into my religious values (10).
Some of these students seem to be in a state Perry (1968)
describes as dissociation, passively delegating responsibility
to Fate or God, upon whom they depend for an answer. They
are convinced that sooner or later they will have a calling,
or things will fall into place:
I think that's still being shaped. Right now
I'm aimed at becoming a reading teacher . . . I'll
finish school and be a reading teacher. But I
don't know what God would want me to do when I get
out (6).
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In such a statement there is more expectancy and uncer-
tainty than one made by someone who feels a definite call to
a career or a way of life as a result of his "Commitment",
and chooses his major accordingly:
Baha-u-llah said that the greatest station that
one can attain to is the service to mankind, and
that's what I see my life as. It puts a whole new
perspective on why I'm in school . . . I really
want to serve in some capacity of mankind, maybe
working with children, who knows right now? (12)
There is much more direction and purpose to the path of
action taken, as was also evidenced in the report of the yogi
mentioned earlier
:
It's influenced everything! Before, I identi-
fied with what we usually identify with in this
culture • . . and now it's more of "what can I do
to serve people so that we can all really hit it on
and live joyfully?" • . . I'm more into, well,
teaching. You know, teach this yoga and teach this
way of life • • .It's changed my way of relating,
it's changed my interests, it's changed my course
of study, it's changed everything (7).
In contrast to that are the few students who feel that
religion really has not made a different in their choice of a
major or a career:
I think I've toyed with the idea of being an
artist for a long time. And I don't think that's
changed because of my religious feelings or any-
thing like that .... It's hard to sort of cut
things up that way, because it's hard to say where
my goals are coming from; they depend on so many
different things. At least in my case I haven't,
I don't see it as any amount of influence coming
from my religious beliefs (4).-
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Or, in the case of a student whose religion seems at
times alien to him, religion seems to point away from itself
in terms of a career:
I decided that I was interested in psychology,
and it's been that way ever since. I think I can
accomplish more through psychology than I can
through religion (8).
An alternative seems to be that religion is peripheral,
or merely tangential, to the choice. A career and a major
are chosen in line with a humanistic value system which may
also have been influential in the student's movement to be-
come religious:
I like to work with people, and I think the way
of life might have something to do with that. You
value what someone else thinks and you value what
you do for someone else. Whatever I will be doing,
I think I will be working with people. night now
I'm a Sociology major • . • (11).
From these reports, it seems that religious factors are
generally related to the choice of a major or a career,-
though the influence is often an indirect one. Perhaps the
only cases where the choice was definitely influenced by re-
ligious factors are those in which theological or ministerial
careers were involved. For the others, factors mentioned as
religious are not so different from those rationalizing the
choice of an atheistic or agnostic humanist. But the deci-
sion seemed to be a consequence Of religion for those who
made it, and therefore the influence cannot be discounted
merely because it hasn't much power to predict what the
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major will be. It seems to be a catalyst with no specific
course of action or sot of results, although it also does not
occupy a passive position.
For the students in our sample, the major fields repre-
sented were all in the social sciences and humanities, and
the stated careers in human services. The choice of a career
in human services may be intricately related to the rejection
of the critical-rationalist method. Such an attitude, if ac-
cepted, would be expected to lead to careers in theological
studies, scientific research, and other (academic) areas
where its application is crucial. For these students, the
experiential aspects of religion were much more influential
in the choices. Although the present students certainly do
not indicate a representative sample of maj ors and career
choices, religion cannot be singled out as the factor respon-
sible for that bias, which is more likely a result of sam-
pling that selected students interested in discussing their
religious development. Thus, the uncertainty and inconsist-
ency discovered in this area by Feldman (1970) remains.
Evangelism: A Consequential Issue
One aspect of the consequential dimension which spontan-
eously emerged as a very salient one for almost all of these
students is one which can be most accurately summarized in
the term "evangelism". The focus here was actually on five
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separate issues, all of which are closely related: (1) As a
Christian (or Baha'i, or yogi), how strongly do I feel the
need to witness? (2) As a non-Christian, how strongly do I
object to "being proselytized"? (3) What are my reactions
to being brought up in "the faith"? (4) What implications
does that have for bringing up my children in the future? and
(5) What is my relationship and obligation to my parents,
whose religion now strick me as consensual rather than per-
sonal or committed? These questions can also be related to
one of the types of variation on the ideological dimension:
the person's orientation toward other persons with respect to
his beliefs, and the social reinforcement on which it depends.
The need to witness is one that the professing Christians
felt quite strongly, although they seemed to be aware of the
fact that witnessing often evokes negative reactions from
others, and must therefore be sensitively carried out. So
their statements were often qualified with that awareness:
I feel committed to stand up for my position,
to tell them what I think. But I also feel that my
major commitment ought to be in the way I treat
them. They're going to have to see my Christianity.
If they just hear it and don't see it, that's the
old hypocrite trip again (14).
This awareness seems most acute where parents are in-
volved. When newly found, a "Commitment" is a source of
great joy to be shared by those to whom the student is clos-
est. But it is difficult to share this new joy with parents
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without implying that their way of life has been wrong, that
it seems to be more influenced by habit than by conviction:
My father would go along with it in words, but
I'm not so sure that he truly experiences that, and
if that's the case, any kind of
. . . hope that he
has is false, if he doesn't really experience
Christ (13).
To talk to somebody who's been as active as my
parents have been and say . . . "well, what you
have to do is accept Jesus", what they're saying
is, the tendency is to react with "what more does
he want? Look at all I've done. What else do I
have to do?" To get over that hurdle, that whole
thing is you don't have to do anything. That's the
whole point. You can't do anything. That kind of
becomes threatening . . .it's kind of sensitive to
deal with ... I maintained a fairly hefty respect
for my parents, they weren't people who impressed
me as doing something for kicks. Anybody who is
going to church that committedly for that long a
period of time must have had some reason for doing
it. Maybe it was because it made them feel good.
That's fine. They were committed to something,
anyway. You know, in some sense (14).
There is a definite relief, a lifting of the burden,
when the parents are felt also to be committed, removing the
responsibility of converting them to one's way of life:
Both of my parents are very deeply religious
and in a non-intellectual sense. They really have
a nice kind of religion. I mean, I really like it
(10).
My mother became a Baha'i last September, which
was for me a pretty heavy change to go through.
It's a pretty heavy thing when your parents start
doing what you have been striving towards ... I
really wanted to give her some happiness (12).
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Even when the others involved arc not so close, the af-
firmation of the command to witness seems to involve the re-
solution of the conflict between giving them something be-
lieved to be healing and not telling them that they are in
need of such restoration. As a result, some Christians re-
actively negate this injunction:
You turn them off completely if you said you
have to believe in God or that kind of thing, be-
cause they just don't want to hear it (8)
.
But the conflict may remain for those who realize that
witnessing is definitely a part of the Christian message:
But I 'm not concerned about the state of their
faith, and I don't know. It bothers me sometimes
to think that perhaps, in saying that my religion
is real, I'm only kidding myself; that I don't fit
into those terms well enough at all because I don't
have any evangelical aspirations (5).
The issue of evangelism, which remains a dilemma for
many Christians, proves to be a source of annoyance to the
non-Christians among these students. For them, it confirms
the dogmatism and dualism of the Christian faith:
I ran into some "Jesus Freaks" who tried to
convert me to Jesus. It was very strange, because
I had never been proselytized before .... But
you were forced into not only a new sort of reli-
gion but also a new sort of cultural outlook . . .
I'm not into converting people (2).
I don't like to talk to them because it usually
ends up a very heavy dogmatic rap on "Jesus is the
only way" . . . they lay a real big number on you
(7).
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I wanted to tell her to get the hell out of
there because she said something just so that she
could try to convert me ... I would never try to
convert someone else. I would not try to push my
opinions on someone else (11).
The problems voiced by these students reflects a strong
implication of the relativistic position: that each person
should be free to decide for himself. This created one of
the most difficult dilemmas they must confront in their reli-
gious lives, the question of freedom versus determinism. If
everyone is free to decide for himself, is one free to shake
off the influence of his early unbringing? If not, does he
have the right to limit the freedom of his children by rear-
ing them in a specific way of life? These issues were spoken
to very poignantly in a number of the records.
In general, there was no real regret at having been
reared within a religious tradition:
The experiences I had as a child weren't all
bad .... If other people had grown up with that
experience, things might be different. So far as
my wanting to leave that, I have no reason to . . .
I've never found any people who really hate the Or-
thodox church who don't believe any more (2).
It becomes a problem because one really can't shake the
tradition in which he's been reared:
I could never start all over again— I don't
think I could—unless I could have a complete
break. I don't think that's possible . . . With
people that don't believe at all, I think that's
sort of a lost battle. These guys believe what
they've learned, and it can't be proved either
way (8).
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It's a violation of your whole culture, and Idon't think it's very healthy to try to destroy
what they are and pretend to be something differ-
ent. You are almost stuck in the culture in which
you are born (9)
•
Those who have faced this issue at all seem to have de-
cided to take the risk of limiting their children's future
freedom of choice, although they still have reservations:
The way they look at it is that I'll be influ-
encing them, and they want them to have a nice im-
partial decision as to whether or not they want re-
ligion or not. So let them have it, and then they
can make a nice impartial decision later on, which
is not really impartial at all. The way I look at
it is like it's natural to go to church, and it
would be unnatural influence to pull them away from
it, rather than the other way around (1).
To grow up in a Christian home ... is sort of
what I'd want for my kids. I don't know how I can
fault it. And yet . • . I don't see how I could
have understood Christianity if it hadn't been dif-
ferent from the way I had been living ... I don't
really see how it's going to happen right now. Be-
cause the general pattern is for there to be a fall-
ing out before there is a falling in . . . the pat-
tern is so much that Christ takes a broken life and
mends it. But he even allowed for the possibility
of people being righteous (15).
The general feeling seems to be that it's impossible to
bring children up neutral in relation to religion—which
leaves the choice of what to do up to the parents. And the
choice, apparently, will be for that which plays such an im-
portant role in their own lives. There is no other way out
of the dilemma. The way out of a relativistic morass is via
"Commitment". And once a "Commitment" is made, it becomes
focal, excluding the other options which might have been
available. Especially in the area of religion, a commitment
precludes other ways of life for the time—and perhaps for-
ever—for an individual.
Of course, the pervasiveness of this feeling and the ex-
tent of its influence on relationships to others is also in-
fluenced by the strength of the feeling that one's own "Com-
mitment" is unique among other ways of living. Generally,
those who have no desire or need to witness or convert others
to their own way of life see the alternatives as equally de-
sirable :
They're all basically the same, except for dif-
ferent degrees ... I think everybody believes in
basically the same God. It's the same sort of ba-
sic belief, it's just different rules and different
degrees of belief (8).
Baha-u-llah teaches us that all the prophets
are basically one. They have risen up with the
same spirit. The only thing is that they've come
in different times ... the Baha'i faith is a uni-
versal faith ( 12 )
.
Whether this attitude reflects a truly open attitude, or
glosses over some important ideological differences, is irre-
levant. What is important is that the student has no press-
ing need to make others choose the way he has found for him-
self. Some, of course, feel that an absolute has emerged
from the relativistic universe, and for them the need is
strongest
:
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Jesus isn't a better trip; Jesus is the onlypossible way you're ever going to get any satisfac-tion m life (15)
.
An alternative is to feel committed to one's own way of
life without feeling a need to force it on someone else,
while feeling that it is a choice among others, some of which
are not worth accepting:
And discussion, as far as that goes, I'm lib-
eral o I'll talk to anybody. But there's certain
points I won't go any further on . . . there's no
reason to compromise, and everyone is forcing us
to. And I think we'd lose a lot if we do . • .
with all those biases and prejudices that different
religions have, I think that union would destroy us
. . . (2).
It seems to follow quite naturally that one's stance on
witnessing and proselytizing would be closely related to
one's position on ecumenism* And both of these are styles of
orienting oneself in a world which includes points of view
that are antagonistic as well as those which are sympathetic
or perhaps in no way related to one's own. Such a stance
could be expected to influence not only Individual interper-
sonal relationships, but interactions with other religious
(or non-religious) groups and communities as well.
Religion, Community, and Friendships
Once a strong commitment has been made to a way of life,
we might expect the student to seek others who share the same
"Commitment rT . The role of the community is one which Perry
stresses at various points in his discussion. When
thn relativistic framework establishes itself as bhe predo-
minant intellectual structure it creates a new sense of com-
munity among peers. "This community is based in a real shar-
ing of ideas, rather than a banding of 'we' against 'They*
^108/ ". Ground is laid for a community in which "we" and
"They" can merge, as the student comforts himself with the
thought that everyone is in the same boat. As the recogni-
tion of relativism progresses, and becomes an examined "Com-
mitment", the student faces all of the risks implicit in nar-
rowing one's outlook. The loneliness of these risks is bal-
anced by membership in the community of those who have taken
the same risks. Membership in the community provides strength
to acknowledge the commitments of others even whey they con-
travene one's own principles. For the majority of Perry's
students, the most important support seemed to derive from
the ". . . realization that in the very risks, separateness
and individuality of working out their Commitments, they were
in the same boat not only with each other but with their in-
structors as well /2137". For the students in our study this
also proved to be the case, though there were some for whom
the community still provided support and courage for dividing
the world into "we" and "They".
Especially when a student's religious "Commitment" is
perceived as putting him in a minority position does he rely
heavily on the support of the community, which provides sup-
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port and strength for resisting peer group influences to
formity (Havens, 1964 )
:
The idea is that if you really want to grow
strong—like two people always reflect each other.
You can often learn more about yourself and how you
relate, obviously, when you're in a situation where
you have to. And so we all live together—we live
for each other, you know. So one thing, in dealing
with the world, it's always great to come home and
to have people who are all tuned in to the same way
of life. So just as far as being in the company of
those people, it's really important .... So the
Ashram is a home, and it's a center where we all
come together (7).
I feel that I belong to a community of faith
and the community is the Church. Without them I
wouldn't be where I am now, and I need them to keep
me going ... I consider the co-op as a family • •
. it's also the large church family too. Because
everyone in the church cares about us ... we sup-
port one another, where I think when I was living
on campus I found that was a very hard thing to
talk to someone that didn't believe the same way I
did, and a lot of times I would back down (10).
Where such communities are not already established as
religious institutions or living cooperatives, they seem to
evolve naturally out of the experiences:
I've really enjoyed the fellowship that we have
here, because the group of Christians on the campus
has grown considerably since . . . I've been a
freshman and it's provided the opportunity for
Christians to get together .... The community
aspect of it has been an added blessing in the last
two years of being able to get together with guys,
several of whom are religion majors . . .it's been
that kind of supportive idea that working together
we've been able to overcome—well, it hasn't actual-
ly been resistance—it certainly hasn't been coop-
eration from the academic powers that be (15).
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For these students, as well as those in Perry's (1968)
study, the sense of community seems to derive from reciprocal
acts of recognition and confirmation. As Perry states it:
The individual may himself derive a sense of
community by observing that others are like him-
self in that their cares and quandaries are like
his own. His sense of membership is enormously
strengthened, however, if in addition he experi-
ences, himself as seen by others in the same way
Z213/.
"~
The involvement of reciprocal acts of recognition and
confirmation links community inextricably with friendships,
an area expected to be strongly influenced by religious con-
siderations. Feldman (1970) cites earlier evidence to the
effect that "similarity of values and attitudes plays an im-
portant part in the formation and maintenance of friendships
£120/." The evidence shows that friends tend to be alike in
religious views and affiliations, from which may be inferred
that similarity along the religious dimension is involved in
friendships. In an attempt to discover the underlying pro-
cesses resulting in such similarity, he raises some interest-
ing research questions relating to the role of religion in
the formation and continuation of friendships. Friendship
seemed to be an important enough aspect of the consequential
dimension to warrant discussion by most of our subjects, and
their replies can be directed at some of these questions.
Feldman (1970) asks: "Are religious similarities among
friends due primarily to the fact that people with similar
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orientations pick each other out to be friends or primarily
to the fact that friends have reciprocal influence on one
another? Might the processes of selection and reciprocal in-
fluence be interdependent /1207?"
Reciprocal influence in this sense of the words seems to
imply a direct influence by one friend on the religious val-
ues and attitudes of another. This sort of influence seems
to have been the exception rather than the rule, although a
few instances of it are mentioned as part of the complex of
influential factors
:
The way that I got into it ... a friend of
mine came in from Denver and he had received know-
ledge or had gotten into Maharaj Ji. And he was
really together .... So I was really curious (4)
It just seemed that a circle of friends, in
fact ones that I hadn't even been spending a lot of
time with. But we all went through the transition
together. We all arrived at the same place . . .
(7).
I had noticed that W. was really changing; you
know, I thought he was, and that alone was enough
to make me wonder if there wasn't something really
happening. I guess that's what you call a real
testimony right there. He was starting to acquire
some real substance and drive ( 15 )
.
These are strong testimonies to the influence of friends
Without needing to talk about it, newly acquired religious
attitudes started self-examination in friends. If friend-
ships have been established on some other basis, religious
change seems to alter the meaning and base of the friendship.
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Few students said that religion was not important in re.
lationships with others. When they did, their statements
didn't specifically relate to close friendships:
I don't really think it makes much effect
. . .you know, your relationships and stuff with people.
It would seem absurd like not to meet someone be-
cause of their religious beliefs, if I thought
those were weird (l).
I don't have any connections here, no real
friendships with other professing Christians
. . .
There are two reasons for that. You don't often
find people for whom religion is a day-to-day af-
fair
. . . and partly because the approach taken by
people for whom it is . . . I'm not comfortable
with (5).
Once a religious "Commitment" has been made, it influ-
ences the selection of friends in a number of ways. For
some, the influence is indirect at most, mediated perhaps by
other factors which also affect the religious "Commitment":
To a certain extent. They don't have to be
concerned with religion and with Christianity or
anything, but that they are concerned is something
important . . . they think about where they stand
in relationship with the rest of the world and
bring a certain sensitivity to things . . . that's
important in the people I try to associate with
(3).
What seems to be a necessary condition is that friends
have some understanding of the things being experienced:
I know a lot of different types of people, so
it depends on which group of people that I'm with
as far as they understand or don't understand. A
lot of people, if they're not getting high natural-
ly then they are getting high unnaturally; but
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they're still trying to get high, so if different
experiences come up, there's sort of a general un-derstanding of what's going on (4).
Right now all my best friends aren't Jewish,but
.
. .
we have a lot of things in common besides
religion in the way we were brought up . . . things
we talk about and things we've done that are all
around the same place, and things we have in common
that way (11)
.
My closest friends are Baha'is because, first
of all, to me, we have a common foundation. We be-
lieve in Baha-u-llah, which eliminates a lot of
things: where each is striving to. And we just
understand each other. Some of my friends who I
have known as non-Baha'is have become Baha'is, so
it just happens that way (12).
"It just happens that way" seems to be the general atti-
tude about why all this is true. It's not that others of the
same faith are actively sought out, while outsiders are ac-
tively or intentionally avoided. But time, and the course of
activities, produce a natural chain of events:
I think that in terms of the people I spend the
most time with, they're all Christians. People
whom I'm really close to. And I don't think that
should seem all that unusual, because people that
you get close to are people that you have things in
common with. And the most important thing in my
life is my belief in Christ. For somebody who
doesn't have that in common with me, it's difficult
to get close ... I don't think by any means that
Christianity removes us from relationships with non-
believers at all. If it does, then we're really in
trouble . . . (14).
Probably the people that are closest to me and
really get to know me in depth, though, are for the
most part Christians. Because it's just natural
that there is a very sincere and deep attraction be-
tween people who know Jesus (13).
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]Ust so happens that my closest friends areChristians because they are the people that care
m? s J
deeply about me, and they're sincere about
stuff (6).
The situation does lend itself to an exclusive
group of people ... it's not an exclusive thing,
it's just the way it works out. Because that's
where my contacts are, those are obviously the set
of people who mean the most to me and they are who
my friends are (10).
What happens in friendship formation (as opposed to oth
er relationships), and why, is summed up beautifully in the
following account by a student who seems to have given the
subject a considerable amount of thought:
You relate to the people who you vibrate sympa-
thetically with . . . So it's a question of—sure
you relate to interests—it's more a psychic rela-
tion, the real vibration of your higher psyche,
that whatever you turn onto, you seek out those who
are also seeking for the same thing • • • Why asso-
ciate with people if there's no common interest?
It doesn'
t
mean that you can't deal with a person
totally different from you when he walks in the
door. It's a difficult thing when you are relating
from the heart and the other person is relating
maybe from their sexual desires or their anger or
from their frustration. It doesn't make sense. So
you really do pick and choose the people who are
closer to you • • • You don't consciously have to
think "I can't talk with this one or relate to that
one". When you're in a room full of people, you
usually come together with whom you're supposed to.
It just seems like the most natural thing in the
world ( 7 )
.
So it happens that supportive friendships and a congen-
ial community are sought out as a result of religious "Com-
mitment". But it is not an active process of deliberately
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rejecting old friends and seeking out new ones. Time and
circumstances somewhat limit the range of exposure and choice
and there is little desire to continue to be intimately ex-
posed to the wider spectrum which includes antagonistic or
unsympathetic points of view.
Progress Within the Religious Dimension
Since many of the issues raised by Havens (1963, 1964,
1970) were treated in our discussion of ethical and intellect
ual development, they will not be discussed again in great
detail . However, this study did lend some support to the
categories and types of conflict and modes of resolution sug-
gested, and the additional results will be discussed here.
Four patterns of response to the college environment
were delineated by Havens in his 1963 study. There are those
who are not affected by college influences; those who move
toward a different, more liberal, religion; those who become
atheists or agnostics or for whom religion ceases to meet a
personal need; and those who move toward a more orthodox
faith during the college years. It is the last category,
added with reservations and qualifications, which most de-
serves attention*
The first alternative, of not having religion affected
by college or university influences, was not applicable to
these students. Several of the students have arrived at
po-
sitions of theological and intellectual atheism or agnosti-
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cism, although their lives retain some qualities of religious
experiences or concern, and consequences or ritual:
It didn't matter whether there was a God or
not, because we would have done the same things
that we did
. . . it's a church without a God,
really (1). '
There's no divine, or mystical, or other be-
ings. What really happens is that you work towards
certain ideals rather than working towards the di-
vine ( 9 )
.
It's because I'm not sure of God ... I guess
there is a God because you have to believe in some-
thing (11).
Included in that category are two other students who
seem to feel quite strongly that religion and its practices
no longer meet any personal needs; although some of the be-
liefs and concerns still cannot easily be shaken off:
But when you start hearing all the things that
I've heard, there's a lot that's not too important
to me. But I just sort of turn it off ... I lis-
ten to it but I don't, it doesn't do anything for
me ... I still believe that religion is good . .
. belief at least in something ... I could never
start all over again—I don't think I could—unless
I could have a complete break (8).
I think I probably still have questions on ex-
istence and stuff like that .... If I did re-
solve them, I think it would be exceptional ... I
think the answer is involvement . . . any sort of
involvement ... I can't think of anyone who is to-
tally spiritual. Maybe I know a couple of people,
not very many. And I don't think their answer is
any more valid (4).
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Although the loss of religious interest has not be total
for these students, it certainly seems to have lost its focus
as a crucial issue.
The final distinction, between a religion which is more
liberal and one that is more orthodox, not only is a diffi-
cult one to make, but also leads the discussion in a more
theoretical direction. It seems that the majority of the re-
maining students were more liberal (in a perspective of re-
lativism) in their openness to varieties of religious experi-
ence, but they were almost equally divided in their theologi-
cal positions. At least six of them had become more conser-
vative theologically, and paradoxically seemed to be rare oc-
currences from Havens' (1963) perspective: "... intellect-
ual independence and careful rethinking can characterize the
rare individual student who retains or strengthens his reli-
gious conservatism in college /63/." As was mentioned in our
earlier discussion, the current religious "Commitments" of
these students were almost without exception the result of a
careful examination growing out of a relativistically orient-
ed epistemology (Perry, 1968). The fact that no student al-
lowed his religion to remain unaffected attests to the fact
that the challenge occurred and was met in one of the typical
styles defined by Havens.
However, these patterns outlined by Havens (1963) would
be more descriptive and useful if they took into account the
various dimensions of religiosity posited by Clock (1962):
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the intellectual, ideological, ritualistic, experiential, and
consequential. These reports seem to support the assertion
that, in their perceptions and judgments of the religiosity
of others
,
these students ascribe liberalism or conservatism
on one dimension independent of a similar judgment on another
dimension. And these phenomenological reports can be used to
verify and support similar results by other recent investiga-
tors (Breslauer, 1972; Jacobson and Pilarzyk, 1972) who re-
port such complexity in religious commitments. For example,
Jacobson and Pilarzyk (1972) describe the religion of the
"Milwaukee Jesus People" as conservative in its theology,
rituals and morality, while its consequences and experiential
aspects have assumed many of the liberal characteristics of
the counter-culture. Similarly, Breslauer (1972) found that
Jewish mysticism enabled conservative Colgate students to
preserve an ideology of revolution (a liberal consequential
and experiential stance) with the practice of institutional-
ism (related to a conservative set of beliefs and rituals).
This unusual paradoxical blend of liberalism and conser-
vatism seems to be assumed by many of these students as char-
acteristic of the "Jesus Freaks", who have turned to a con-
servative theology but are more liberal in their experiential
and consequential outlooks:
I don't think there's that many Jesus people,
you know, that fanatic. The Jesus movement is dif-
ferent from conventional religion. It's not as
strict, and there's not as much unquestioning be-
lief (8).
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Their stuff is really aimed at people who arelooking for a trip on Jesus .... Which means ithas to be very emotional, it has to really involve
a whole person every time
. . . . Now I don't knowif that's good, bad, or indifferent. I know it's
not the way I function
. . . I» ve met some Jesus
Freaks who were kind of into that, but they're
very together people. We believe the same thing,
and I fully expect to see them in heaven ... Idon't think that Christianity is bound to one par-
ticular kind of experience (14).
Jesus Freaks are closer, I think they are in
heart the same as a conservative instead of being
super-liberal. They have a revolution in their
hearts and that's where Jesus lives and that's what
people label as having a more conservative theology
( 6 )
.
The conservative theology and ritual would lead one to
categorize this as a more orthodox religion. But the open-
ness to a variety of experiences and the general perceived
lack of moralisms would lead judgment in the opposite direc-
tion, so that a more complex, multidimensional scheme would
be more useful for the categorization of this position.
The roots of opposing forces that create conflict and
the types of conflict thought to occur (Havens, 1963, 1964)
are closely related to our earlier discussion of intellectual
development, especially the positions of Initial Commitment
and Orientation in its Implications. Although the social
norm of independence from authority did not emerge as a pre-
cipitating force, this may be due to the fact that our sample
didn't include any students for whom religion had definitely
faded out of the picture. The general mood of skepticism or
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analysis, and the desire to refrain from premature commit-
ment, was thoroughly discussed as a fear of the loss of new-
found breadth. The demand for logical consistency was dis-
cussed in the context of intellectual honesty, while the con
flict between reason or logical thought and feelings or intu
ition received attention in the debate between the intellect
ual and experiential dimensions*
The additional types of conflict were all documented in
our records. The desire or longing for a satisfying set of
religious beliefs or for meaningful faith is evident in the
fol lowing excerpts
;
I was unhappy, and there had to be a solution
to my unhappiness . • • as far as resolving the
initial conflict that led me to spiritual things,
it hasn f t been resolved yet (4).
I was ... trying to get back into living joy-
fully ... and we just sort of recognized that
there was some kind of religion connected with liv-
ing joyfully, but it wasn't the established reli-
gion we had been brought up in . • . but the mes-
sage was unclear, and after a while I was just all
over the place again (7).
I really think I'm going to have to find some-
thing eventually. I don't think I could . . . you
know, a lot of people seem to think they can live
their lives completely open to anything, just sort
of floating around, and I just can't see that at
all (1).
The conflict between the truth one inwardly believes and
has thought out for himself, and his outward behavior, is one
which also emerjed from the records as one of the concerns
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when students were oriented in the implications of "Commit-
ment". The consequential dimension is not neglected or for-
gotten, although these shortcomings are generally accepted a
a basic manifestation of human nature which needs attention
but cannot be regarded in a spirit of total despair:
I still allow myself to be negative, and I
still have a struggle against being critical of
other people, and I still have a struggle with
self-hatred
. . . and it's a matter of agreeing
with God with my mind and heart and doing that
more consistently. I'm not consistent yet (6).
There are a lot of things I do that I'd like
to think I don't do. But part of my belief is that
nobody's perfect, so
. . . (l).
A final conflict mentioned by Havens (1964) is uncom-
fortableness based on the anticipation of difficulties or
conflicts which may arise in the future as a result of the
present "Commitment". Some of these were concerns that ap-
plied in our discussion of witnessing and proselytizing, and
the need to be sensitive to others in their individual condi
tions. Others are focused on future theological difficultie
or the future loss of religious concern:
If I do end up some day not believing, it will
probably be more to do with my own head and where
I'm at rather than an American culture telling me
what I was doing wrong ... I guess just sort of
looking at what's happening and realizing that it's
sort of . . . maybe being without it for so long and
seeing that things aren't really so different . . .
Maybe that's done a lot to shake what I believe in
(2).
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I intend to go to seminary, probably two years
from now, and it may be that when that time comes
that I will start dealing with some things that I
haven't dealt with
. . . because I'll probably be
further along in my faith and there will probably
be some things that somebody is going to throw at
me
. . .
And I may have some real conflicts then.
But I haven't really had any now (10).
These types of conflict seemed to be very real in the re<
cords of these students. The types of outcome described in
the latest Havens (1970) study also seemed applicable to
their experiences. The defensive loss of ultimate concern
seemed evident in the record of at least one student whose
present stance was an agnostic one. Here, the avoidance of
personal anxiety and struggle is the major influencing fac-
tor:
I think it causes a lot of problems too that
weren't necessary . . . they're so fanatic—con-
stant worrying about what you are doing, and you
feel so, you know, guilt complexes . . . Everyone
else is doing it, but then you think it says that
it's wrong, and you wind up being really confused
. . . (8).
The developmental form of this same loss of ultimate
concern was also present. Here, the loss of concern is more
examined, and not a tool for the prevention of anxiety:
I regard most religions as basically silly, for
people who need to believe. Like people who be-
lieve the Christian faith. I see that as an unfor-
tunate crutch. It's really a bad part of their per-
sonality development. If they were free from that
sort of mythology, a whole lot of emotional energy
they could be using to do something more worthwhile
than going to church and reading their Bible and
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all this heavy shit
. . . most of the people whogrow up in the church leave it and never come backbecause they don't need it any more (9).
The short-circuiting of the religious impulse (Havens,
1970), in which religion is appropriated in the service of
other needs and becomes the vehicle for handling other con-
flicts, may be evident in one of our records, where the "Com-
mitment" seemed the only certainty in a world of meaningless-
ness. The religion was something gladly "grabbed onto" be-
cause there had to be more sense to living—but even in this
case, elements of a more mature, integrative restructuring
were present.
There were no examples among our students of intellect-
ual resolution, in which rational answers are sought to theo-
retical or intellectual questions rather than existential
ones. We discussed earlier the irony of the fact that stu-
dents who had arrived at a "Commitment" through an intellect-
ual development proceeded from that point on an experiential,
personal level. And most of the "Commitments" had at least
some of the elements of a broad, integrative restructuring,
in which there is a close relation of religious thinking and
practice to the rest of the personality and behavior. In our
previous discussion of examined, developing "Commitments"
from Perry's (1968) point of view, these elements were ade-
quately discussed. Such a "Commitment" includes a wide view
of what religion is, a pilgrimage orientation to one's own
religious changes, creativeness or imagination in the reli-
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gious realm, and a broadly-based epistemology
. Most of these
students had expanded their definition of "religious'* to in-
clude experiences which are not usually so conceived; they
felt that their own religious growth was continually in pro-
cess and alteration; they were open to various means and
modes of revelation and expansion. Within this conceptual
scheme, most of the students have arrived at a "mature" reli-
gion.
The one part of Havens' (1964) scheme and Feldman's
(1969) conclusions that is not supported in our study are the
factors thought responsible for more behavioral and self-
image level conflicts during the last two years of college.
Most of these students did not wait until they were juniors
or seniors to face those decisions, and the effects of the
critical-rationalist attitude, rather than appearing gradual-
ly, made an impact early in their college careers (as was
evidenced in the discussion of intellectual development).
College peer-group influences also seemed to have little or
no effect, since most of these students moved in a direction
different from the prevailing one, which still often doesn't
take religious commitment seriously—or takes it so seriously
that it can only be set aside defensively. Although some of
these students were playfully intellectual at first, the in-
tegration of their many-faceted lives began during their
freshman and sophomore years. This might reflect a genuine
change in the prevailing ethic among students during the in-
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tervening decade. But more likely it reflects the fact that
these students are not a random sample from their respective
campuses. The factors which led the investigator to them, a
well as their willingness to discuss these issues, may set
them apart as a group which confronted the intellectual and
existential crises of life at an earlier age than most of
their peers.
From this analysis it appears that the conclusions
Havens drew from his several studies are generally applica-
ble, although they add little clarity beyond that which was
provided by Perry's scheme. Thus it reinforces the conclu-
sion that religious development can be viewed as a specific
instance and illustration of the more general process of in-
tellectual and ethical development during the college years.
And since Perry (1968) did not attach many of his positions
to specific religious changes, it helps to make his scheme
more useful in their assessment.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
As is evident from the results and discussion, much of
the previous research on religious change and stability dur-
ing the college years received support in this study. Within
the limitations of retrospective data, the scheme of intel-
lectual and ethical development posited by Perry (1968) was
well replicated, and proved an excellent means to order the
data. With the stated qualifications in the religious dimen-
sion, allowing for dissociation at the level of developing
Commitment, it can be fruitfully used to study religious
growth. Havens' (1963, 1964, 1970) work was also quite well
supported, with the exceptions discussed earlier: change oc-
curs during the early college years as well as the latter,
including the effects of the critical-rationalist method;
liberal movement seems to be little more common than movement
in the conservative direction. The latter finding, although
it may not be true for a more representative sample, at least
supports Feldman's (1969) contention that typical question-
naire studies, with their averaged results, tend to mask the
direction and pattern of individual change.
dock's (19 62) subdivision of religion into five dimen-
sions proved to be extremely useful. Both the intellectual
and experiential dimensions could be studied in great detail.
While the initial conflict and development seemed to take
place on the intellectual level, this was linked to the ideo-
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logical in the process of "Commitment". Often, "Commitment"
also involved a religious experience, and experience was al-
most inevitably involved in the subsequent confirmation of
the "Commitment". At that point, the consequential and rit-
ualistic dimensions also became involved in the concerns re-
lating to career and major choices, friendships, and involve-
ment in religious organizations and practices. Although
these dimensions proved to be intricately related to a mature
"Commitment", the relationship was also found to be very un-
predictable, so that decisions regarding liberal versus con-
servative or committed versus consensual must be applied se-
parately to each dimension rather than to the religion as a
whole.
Further subdivisions of these dimensions by Glock (1962)
also seemed to be justified by our data. Different reports
focused on different components of the belief system. Con-
cern with the intellectual dimension was more likely to be
associated with ideological concerns that warrant the exist-
ence of the divine and define its character. A mutual empha-
sis on ritualistic and experiential aspects seemed to be as-
sociated with ideological statements explaining divine pur-
poses and defining man's role towards it. Experiential con-
cerns paired with consequential ones were more often associ-
ated with beliefs establishing the proper conduct of man to-
ward ultimate reality and toward his fellow man.
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Dittes' (1969) subdivisions also seemed to apply. Ac-
ceptance or rejection of the tenets of the religious system,
reinforced by external reality, applied in those cases where
religion was rejected as unscientific or unamenable to proof.
Orientation towards other persons with respect to one's be-
liefs, related to social reinforcement, became an important
issue in the discussion of friendships and the feelings con-
cerning witnessing. The significance of beliefs to self-
conception, related to intra-psychic reinforcement, was al-
ways important for Christians who believe that man's basic
nature is evil. It also revealed itself in the consequential
dimension in the application of religious standards to one's
own behavior. The degree of recognition of ambivalence was
poignantly evidenced in the discussion of intellectual growth
Thus, these subdivisions of the ideological dimension also
prevented oversimplification and losing oneself in the confu-
sion of complexity of the data.
There was also little discussion of the ritualistic or
future-consequential implications of "Commitment". For a few
of the students, prayer had become a regular and personal
part of their lives, and some were regularly involved in or-
ganized religious activities, but these were seldom the focus
of discussion. Neither did they seem concerned with the fu-
ture rewards of religion and doctrines of (everlasting) life
after death; the rewards and requirements seemed to be very
much in the present.
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The role of chaplains, counselors, and therapists seemed
to be minimal in the resolution of conflicts. In one or two
instances, teachers were used as a source of help. A few of
the other students relied heavily for support on religious
organizations on campus, especially Campus Crusade. But in
general students managed to find support among their friends
and fellow students.
Other unanticipated factors emerged as relevant for some
detailed discussion. The role of religious experience and
the debate between subjective and objective frames of refer-
ence received a great deal of emphasis and attention. The
consequential dimension also received some unexpected atten-
tion in the wide-spread concern with, and reactions to, wit-
nessing and proselytizing. These were discussed and clari-
fied in some detail, and related to the intellectual and ide-
ological dimensions.
Some factors expected to be important were avoided or
lightly dismissed by the students. Most of the students who
had serious religious "Commitments" were disturbed by the
questions regarding the religion of their parents, displaying
an acute awareness of the committed-consensual distinction
(Dittes, 1969). They felt that they could answer concerning
the public, ritualistic, overt, formalized and institutional-
ized aspects of their parents' religion, but that it was re-
latively unimportant. And this displayed some concern over
the personal "Commitment" associated with those parental
practices.
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Though the theoretical work in the field seem quite ade-
quate, many of the ambiguities and unanswered questions of
the empirical rer.arch (Feldman, 1969, 1970) remain. The un-
derlying mechanisms of friendship formation are still un-
clear. The relationship between religion and the choice of a
major—as well as religious differences as a function of ma-
jor field—is less clear here than in previous studies. The
effects of a liberal arts college and that of a university
were also different for these students, but the study failed
to rule out the effects of selection processes.
The role of parents, professors, and religious figures
in the resolution of conflict was much smaller than expected.
Future studies might concentrate more specifically on the
clarification of these issues. However we can conclude that
religious factors have not lost their impact on at least some
college students, and we can conclude with Perry (1968) that
this generation of students is not totally uncommitted or
alienated. There remains an active concern for the moral and
spiritual struggles with life's limitations, its meaning, and
its fulfillment—accompanied for some by a novel set of ex-
periences and ideological solutions that could only have
emerged from an intense personal struggle. In the relating
of their experiences, these students not only have clarified
the issues which create concern and require attention, but
also described the processes by which they are focused and
resolved during the college years.
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APPENDIX A
Interview Guide: What I am primarily interested in is religious conflict during the college years? ?'m in?eres£ed
neipful with that. I'm interested in what your religion is
usek tTS™ ?!SCribe "» and hOW that compares to wha? it™ • 5 u anY °f those thin9s are at the front ofyour mind, why don't you begin by talking about that?
1. Describe the spiritual values of your father; your
mother.
a. How important were these values in his/her life?
b. How did these affect your values?
c. How do these compare to the values you hold now?:
to the ones you held then?
2. Do you feel that, in general, you had a "religious" up-bringing?
a. Was your faily actively associated with some church
or religious organization?
b. What was the nature of this organization?
c. In what areas of your life was religion an influ-
ence?
d. Does it still influence those areas?
e. Has it extended to others?
•
3. Currently, how do "religious" and "spiritual" values in-
fluence decisions you make in such areas as an academic
major?
a. In y°ur study or career plans?
b. In your choices of people with whom you associate
and have friendships?
c. Are there areas of your life, or types of decisions,
in which your religious values make no difference or
exert no influence?
4. Have you made any decisions recently that you felt were
influenced by your religious system, or the moral/ethical
system associated with it? What were these decisions?
5. Have you been in touch with any professional religious
workers lately?
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3
"
tact?'
nature of this Particular con-
fa. In general, how often do you have contact with them?c. ror what reasons?
d. In general, how important are the functions thatthey serve for your life?
6. Of your five closest friends on campus, how many are
active m religious organizations on or off campus?
7. Of your five closest friends off-campus, how many are
active in religious organizations?
8. Have you had any religious experiences or awakenings?
a. When did the experience occur?
b. What was the experience like? Can you describe it?
c. Do you have any ideas about what started the experi-
ence? What made it end?
d. Do you think that experience influenced the way you
feel about religion now? In what way?
9. What questions does religion answer for you now?
a. Are these questions important to you?
b. Has your interest in, or the importance of these
questions changed during your college years?
c. If so, in what way?
10. Do the things you believe now (or the feelings you now
have about religion) ever create conflicts for you or get
you into arguments or debates that you can't get out of?
a. If so, what are the arguments and debates all about?
b. In what way are you unable to get out of them?
c. Have you experienced such problems with beliefs that
you held earlier?
do In what way were those a problem, and how were they
dealt with?
11. If there were periods of religious conflict in your life
a. When did these occur?
b» How were your views changed at that time?
c. What factors do you think influenced your decisions
then?
d. What do you think helped you resolve the conflicts?
e. Were the changes in any way related to other changes
that were taking place in your thinking?
f. What sort of changes were involved?
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12. Does your picture of yourselfmeasure up to the wayyou d like to be, in terms of the spiritual and religious
values you hold? y
a. In what ways would you like to be different?
b. Which areas do you like as they are?
13. Have you experienced periods of conflict between yourbehavior and the values you had thought out for yourself?
a. If so, when did these occur?
b. What behaviors were involved?
14. Do you subject your spiritual and religious ideas to
the same criteria and assumptions as your thoughts and in-
tellectual exercises in general?
a. If so, what assumptions and criteria do you use?
b. If not, how are the ones used for religious and
spiritual things different?
15. Do you ever worry or puzzle over your religious beliefs,
or do they cause you to experience tension or conflict?
a. What things do you worry about concerning your reli-
gion?
b. Do you have any idea about how the worries get
started?
c. While you are working these things out, do you go
to anyone for help?
d. To whom do you go, and why do you pick these parti-
cular people?
e. Do you try to work things out on your own?
f. If so, why? How?
g. Have these puzzles and worries changes they way you
feel about religion? What you believe?
h. In what way has it changed?
16. Do you feel that your views on religions in any way
mark you off from your contempories? If so, how?
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APPENDIX B
503 Tobin Hall
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Mass. 01002
April 6, 1973
Dear
Your name was given to me by Dr. Robert Lee as one of
Amherst College's senior religion majors who might be in-
terested in talking with me about some of the things I've
been studying for my master's thesis in clinical psychology.
The area which I've been studying for some time now
could be loosely described as "religious conflict during
the college years". From my own experiences as a student
at a liberal arts college, and those of my friends there
and at universities, I've become convinced that a person's
religious beliefs and values are often seriously question-
ed and examined as a result of the intellectual climate of
the college or university. The experience, if it happens,
can be one which requires intense emotional and personal
involvement and commitment. I'm especially interested in
the kinds of things that call "religious" beliefs and values
into question, the ways in which these conflicts are re-
solved, and the "religious" or "non-religious" system that
results.
If you have experienced any of these things, and would
be interested in sharing them, I would be very interested
in discussing them with you. I'd like to call you within
the next week or so to see if you might be interested in
meeting with me. Or, if you have some immediate reactions
either way, you may call me at 256-6782 any evening after
7:00.
Thank you*
Sincerely,
Hendrika Vande Kemp
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503 Tobin Hall
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Mass* 01002
April 5, 1973
Dear
Your name was given to me by Marcia Westkott as one of
the students enrolled in her Sociology of Religion course
last semester. Because of your interest in that course, I'm
wondering if you might have some interest in the things I'm
studying for my master's thesis.
The area which I've been studying for some time could
be loosely described as "religious conflict during the col-
lege years". I'm interested in students who have experi-
enced (or are experiencing at this time) a conflict which
they would label as "religious". Although I've been pri-
marily concerned with the conflict that arises when some-
one who has been brought up in one of the "traditional"
western religions is placed in the university environment
with its variety of competing world views, I'm also inter-
ested in people who have, for one reason or another, turned
to one of the eastern religions as a more meaningful way of
life, or to drugs or meditation as an alternative way to
attain religious experiences. The aspects of these con-
flicts and experiences that interest me most are the types
of beliefs and values that are called into question, and
for what reasons; the way a student goes about resolving
the conflict and working it out; the people he turns to (if
any for assistance; and the way his new "religion" compares
to his old one.
If the experiences I've described in any way apply to
you, or seem to be of interest to you, would you be inter-
ested in discussing these with me or describing them to me
for an hour or so? If so, would you give me a call some
evening at 256-6782 so that we could discuss a time to meet?
If I don't hear from you, I would like to give you a call
in a week or so, so that I can get a definite answer from
you.
Thank you*
Sincerely,
Hendrika Vande Kemp
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APPENDIX C
Subject 1: Presently a sophomore sociology major, this stu-dent recently switched from studies in zoology, and plans tospend next year in the University Year for Action. (Uni-7,?"ity Year for Action is a deferally funded program under
vista and the Peace Corps. Volunteers from the Five Colleges
work in community based programs in low income areas in West-
ern Massachusetts. They work for one year, receiving uni-
versity credit and a small stipend.) Brought up in the
Catholic church, he recalls his experiences as an altar boy
and activity in the Catholic Youth Organization—within a
family background where church attendance was taken serious-
ly and required of everyone. Although he doesn't remember
a time when he really did believe the teachings of the church,
he did go through a period during his freshman year in which
religion lost all its relevance for him. Now he has arrived
at a point where he finds the Catholic church offering a
meaningful set of symbols, and feels no need to reject those,
although he feels that he will never accept them as true.
Sociology of Religion and a Project 10 (a University of
Massachusetts program which incorporates courses in a resid-
ential setting) course permitted this student to study in
depth the Quaker religion, which fascinated him. Although
he could not accept it personally, his study of this reli-
gion is representative of the religious questioning and ex-
ploration triggered and encouraged by his courses this year.
In his intellectual growth, he recalls a stage of dual-
istic thinking, but his general movement at this time is in
the areas of foreseen and initial commitment, with an or-
ientation in a relativistic framework. Although his event-
ual commitment seems already determined as a Catholic one,
he is presently temporizing at the point of realizing its
necessity. At the same time, he constantly experiences in-
crements of awareness, "finding his spot" and feeling good.
An issue which is very potent for him is that of reifi-
cation and the creation of ultimate values. There really
are no such things, and there is no God. Believing in them
does not make them real, even though such belief does give
meaning to life. His strongest commitment is to the belief
that people are basically good. That belief includes a pre-
scription for living a life of love towards others. It also
creates conflict, since the newspapers are filled every day
with evidence to the contrary, and his own behavior often
falls short of that ideal as well.
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He believes that neither science nor religion can ever
n^^K ^e W°rld ' SinCe there are some things^hat canever be known. The intellectual conflict he experiencesseems to be a fear that those things can be explained? thatperhaps there is an absolute and he h~missed^?! And the
t^ea?eninn
S
"r/^i™ °ffsred bY Penologists are alsohreate g. If his humanitarianism is mere sublimated id,that weakens his beliefs about the basic goodness of man.But, m general, none of that matters as long as it leadsto a good way of life.
Subject 2: A junior, this student is active in studentgovernment at the University of Massachusetts, and plans a
career as a priest or a theologian in the Rumanian Ortho-dox Church. Brought up in that church and the associated
culture, he feels that maybe it has lost its place at the
center of his life, but America offers nothing that is bet-
ter. The schizophrenic existence characterizing such a re-
ligious community in America is one of the outstanding pro-
blematic considerations for him. In America, the warm rit-
ual, symbolism, and structural ambiguities of the Orthodox
church can hardly survive. Although the moralistic law of
the church has lost its hold on him, its meaning and ori-
ginal intention have not been lost. And these are all ra-
ther superior to the pomp and lack of taste of most other
churches, especially the Catholic.
He expressed a very strong reaction against the prose-
lytizing of the "Jesus Freaks"—since it evidences a lack
of understanding of the cultural factors involved. He also
spoke out strongly against the ecumenical movement, again
because such compromise ignores the cultural differences
underlying the different religions involved.
He continued to feel quite warm and positive about his
upbringing in the Orthodox church, feeling none of the strong
negativism and hatred he observed in peers who had left the
Catholic church. The community and equality of believers
are important to him, and are part of the beauty of the Or-
thodox way of life. One of the stylistic issues he faces
involves the question of how much tradition to keep in his
own future Orthodox life. Already much of the beautiful
tradition—Rumanian services, etc.—is being replaced, per-
haps to the detriment of the unity and identity of the
church.
In general, this student is oriented in the implica-
tions of a gradually developing commitment. There is no
indication of how he arrived at that position, although a
generally relativistic orientation can be inferred. However,
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for him there is only one possible religious way of life,
which was determined culturally. The alternative is no re-ligion at all. At this point, he considers himself a Bal-kan m a strange land, potentially always to remain one.As a result, he is majoring in Balkan Studies under theBDIC program. (BDIC, the Bachelor's Degree with Individual
Concentration, allows a student to pick a major area of
study for which the university does not have an existing
department. The student chooses a faculty advisor who ap-
proves his plan of study which allows him to take any ap-
proved course in the university. The chosen major becomes
the department in which he graduates, and his advisor cer-
tifies his graduation.)
Subject
_3: A senior religion major at Amherst College who
just completed an honors thesis on Martin Heidegger, this
student plans to spend the next few years in the Peace Corps,
after which he will enter Yale Divinity School (to prepare
for a career in counseling or theology) or a school of so-
cial work. Brought up in the Episcopalian church, he has
retained that commitment. Identification with his father-
in-law, who is an Episcopalian minister, helped him to see
the problems confronted by the clergy as a function of their
more conservative and tradition-bound parishioners. That,
and the bribery and dirty dealing going on in the church
have disillusioned him as far as the ministry is concerned.
He feels that his parents, although they have always been
active in the church, represent some of those more conser-
vative parishioners who get hung up on tradition and moral-
istic issues. However, they also display some genuine re-
ligious concern.
Intellectually, this student's religious movement is
within the positions of foreseen and initial commitment and
orientation in its implications. There is some temporizing
on stylistic issues related to living the Christian life,
but there is a strong personal commitment in a liberal di-
rection. He has a much less literal and dualistic view of
Christianity than some of his Amherst College friends. In
his report, he looks back on an active progression from
dualism through multiplicity and relativism, finally arriv-
ing at his commitment.
Initially, an almost non-critical, reactionary rejec-
tion of Christianity was based on a religion course that in-
troduced him to Marx and Freud, and other adherents of the
"religion as a manifestation of social weakness" position.
The insecurity of such non-critical rejection led to a talk
with his advisor, and further religion courses. These led
to a truly critical approach, and a final re-integration
of
Christianity in his life.
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True religion is basically an experience of love andtogetherness that comes in flashes, and is not at all con-tinuous and perpetual. It is also not associated with anurge to evangelism and the conversion of others. Religionis composed of the symbols that people use to explain the
meaning of their existence, and the church often fails toprovide the necessary meaningful experiences. Although much
of the moralistic tradition turns him off, he finds the lit-
urgy essential for personally meaningful worship—and thislack of liturgy kept him from finding a new home in theQuaker church.
One of his big conflicts is being unable to accept the
fact that death must be faced; that he's not strong enough
to act on the principles he's found in his search. He's not
sure who or what God is, and doesn't accept the traditional
view of Christ. But the whole essence of everything lies
in believing something—in taking a leap of faith, and in
being concerned. For him, religion is a matter of grace,
and is not subject to the activity of intellectual analysis.
Subject 4_: A junior art major, this student volunteered for
the study and showed a keen interest in talking about his
experiences. After a 90-minute interview, we played back
the tape to allow him to hear how he had put these things
into words. Brought up in a protestant tradition, he was
taken to Sunday School with his parents until junior high.
But that experience was associated more with "cultural edi-
fication" than with religious beliefs.
After a frustrated romance and a period of "identity
crisis", he went through a period of heavy drug use. Friends
introduced him to meditation, and for a while he was a de-
voted follower of Maharaj Ji and Baba Ram Dass. This fol-
lowing included living at an Ashram, being a vegetarian, and
abstaining from drugs and alcohol. Religious experiences
that occurred at that time are now written off as merely
physiological, and the following of Maharaj Ji as no differ-
ent from any other fanatic religious sect. He is actively
and constantly searching for a personal relgious experience,
not shaped and explained in terms that everyone else is
using.
He has a broad definition of religion that includes ex-
traordinary experiences, supernatural adjustments to experi-
ence and power gathering. The goals have ranged from try-
ing to be constantly high to trying to be at peace with him-
self But the broad definition includes a belief that re-
liqion is highly personal, something each person must find
for himself. He is fascinated with the variety of means
to
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His general intellectual level seems to be currentlytemporized at a position of diffuse relativism, where theprimary concern is openness and refraining from premature
commitment. Bitterness after the earlier commitment has ledhim to return to that position. Sometimes he is concerned
with stylistic issues and implications of commitment, but
these are predecessors of an initial commitment, rather thanits results.
Subject 5>: A junior religion major at Amherst College, this
student has not yet chosen a career, except to "do what I
should do best". Brought up in a southern Presbyterian
church by parents who seem at times overly concerned with
the ritualistic aspects of religion, he has found his New
England home in the Congregational church, which he sees as
roughly equivalent.
For him, God is a very personal thing, and his rela-
tionship to God is based on his personal needs. This leads
him to feel isolated from other Christians for several rea-
sons. He does not feel any of the typical evangelistic
fervor, and he thinks of God in Old Testament terms—as a
God of mercy and justice before he is a God of love. Be-
cause of these differences, he often questions the validity
of his own personal brand of Christianity, which evolved as
a cure for existential loneliness.
One problem he incurs is the "jiving" of religion with
"new experiences"—these new experiences referring primar-
ily to the intellectual sphere. His solution is to separ-
ate religion from experiences which lend themselves to log-
ical analysis. God is a matter of faith, not of logical
proofs— and the one necessarily precludes the other.
He seems presently to be oriented in the implications
of commitment, with elements of a true integration also
present. Having slowly evolved a commitment, he seems to
be past points of temporary delay, or of dodging the need
to have a belief. His movement from a dualistic position
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included a strong capacity for detachment and objectivity—
which later led to a rejection of the arrogance of the in-tellect and the attempt to prove God's existence. He oper-
ates from within a relativistic framework, but his skepti-
cal attitude towards logic and the intellect attach some
reservations and qualifications to that. He's not sure he
really believes that all things are relative, since some are
simply non-rational.
Religious factors are often indirectly used for his de-
cisions, and directly enter into judgment of his actions.
The primary problem seems to be that he needs consensual
validation for his religion—to know that it is Christian-
ity, and not something he himself dreamed up. Presently he
is on the Board of Deacons of his church, a position con-
sistent with his feeling that it is as important to adminis-
ter to people's physical needs as it is to minister to their
spiritual needs.
Subject j5: A junior education major at the University of
Massachusetts, this student has been preparing to be a read-
ing teacher. However, she feels that her decision is not
permanent, and may very well be altered in the future by re-
ligious factors. Although she was brought up in a nominal
Christian home (a liberal Congregational church), she feels
that the religion of her parents was not a committed one.
She was led to Christianity while at Boston University, as
a result of Bible reading for a literature course and some
friend s whose loving behavior impressed her.
Her general intellectual level is difficult to assess,
and attests to the difficulty of fitting Christianity into
the developmental framework. There are times when her cur-
rent position appears to be a retreat to multiplicity sub-
ordinate or correlate. She also operates from the sense of
openness and expansion, and the inability to prove anything,
that characterizes relativism. Perhaps the confusion is as-
sociated with her earlier agnosticism , which was diffuse.
She felt that nothing was real, and nothing could be known.
She feels that love is the first reality presented to her,
and others are being revealed in her life as a Christian.
But none of this reality is being unearthed by intellectual
and logical means. She still feels that she, herself, is
incapable of proving anything. So it seems ther her epis-
temology is not one with an intellectual or scientific base.
At the same time, she is often oriented in the impli-
cations and stylistic issues of commitment. How to witness
while being sensitive to another's needs is an important
issue. Another is the harmonizing of religious ideals with
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the demands of the classroom and such current movements as
woman's liberation. Ideals for Christian behavior are con-
stantly applied to herself, and she allows all major deci-
sions to be influenced by her newly found, personal reli-
gion. Presently she attends the nondenominational College
Church, and is actively involved with religious organiza-
tions on campus. She is one of the people working with
Rennie Scott to plan September's "Agape Week"—an effort
uniting the various religious organizations on campus in one
common effort. At the same time she realizes that salvation
is by grace; that no amount of good works can take the place
of that.
Subject J7: A junior major in eastern philosophy (under
BDIC
) , this student plans a career as a teacher of the yoga
which now comprises his primary mode of religious expression.
Brought up in a family that included several Baptist minis-
ters, he suddenly reacted against that religion and the con-
stant church activity and attendance, during his early teens.
Sent away to prep school, he exercised his anti-religious
impulses, and even explored satanism for a while. Having
run away from prep school, he and a group of friends went
through a number of growth experiences together. First,
there was the experience with hard drugs, which made them
high, but did not lead to transcendance. This was followed
by Transcendental Meditation, which led them closer to the
joy they were looking for. Then he ran into the teacher of
Kundalini yoga, which he practices at the Ashram in which
he now resides. For this student, Christianity is express-
ed through this yoga, which includes rising early every day
to praise God, earning a living righteously, and giving
one's self to others in their needs and service.
Having attained a higher and clearer consciousness and
feeling that he lives the essence of spirituality, he does
not feel compelled to force this way of life on others, al-
though he strongly wishes to share the joy and happiness
that it brings. There are many ways to find peace, joy, and
happiness, and everyone has the potential to attain these
gifts.
In his current intellectual position, he remembers and
describes himself in a position of relativism subordinate,
in which relevant absolutes remain unknown. Having moved
through the further positions with careful thinking, he
speaks poignantly of his initial commitment—of having fin-
ally found joy through this form of meditation. Currently
he is carefully exploring the implications of his commit-
ment for his life, and his commitment is one that would be
described as "mature" on Perry's scheme as well as in Haven's
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terms. Orientation in a relativistic world implies careful
examination. But this examination involves picking and
choosing on the presupposition that there are absolutes.
Since that is true, religious commitment almost automatic-
ally leads us to friends with whom we vibrate sympathetic-
ally. They must be people who relate from the heart: a
way of relating which reflects the higher consciousness that
brings us closer to the absolutes.
Subject
_8: A junior psychology major, this student is inter-
ested in a career working with perhaps delinquents. Brought
up in the Lutheran church, he feels that it is impossible to
be rid of his upbringing. But his ties with the church are
very impersonal. When he attends church, he usually tunes
out the sermon and uses prayer as a way to talk to himself,
and to sort out his thoughts.
His reactions against the church are many. First of
all, it asks you to accept things that are not definite,
which is a very unscientific approach. Second, the whole re-
ligious debate takes place on an intellectual and philosophi-
cal level, and has nothing to do with reality. Third, the
church is a source of neuroticism and guilt feelings. All
the moralisms of its tradition lead to constant conflict
over one's actions, especially in the sexual sphere. That
moralistic attitude makes it difficult to use religion to
help people, since its typical effect is to make people feel
bad about themselves. Psychology offers a much more viable
helping potential
•
Intellectually, this student seems to be temporizing
in a multiplicity which offers no way out; especially since
intellectual resolution (outside of experience) is not ac-
ceptable. He is aware of relativism, and sees the need for
commitment, but none of that seems very real. Because
there has been no personalized commitment, the stylistic is-
sues hinted at are difficult to assess. He wonders at times
how he will be able to bring in religion after preparing the
person by giving him strength through psychology. This is a
difficult issue, because he definitely feels that religion
can prevent future problems by providing a meaning for life.
And while he feels that "Jesus people" are theologically
fanatic, they've done a good job of providing meaning and
organization for people's lives. Another problem he needs
to confront is his belief that one is shaped by his religi-
ous upbringing, that one believes what one is taught to be-
lieve. Such an attitude is diametrically opposed to some
of his behavioristic, psychological thinking which is aimed
at changing people. There are other contradictions in that
statement as well, since he also states that all religions
are alike, which removes the need for changing anyone.
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Religion, in general, is something to believe in. Itis expressed in interpersonal relationships. Which is whypsychology can be thought of as a religion as well. Sincethere is no way to tell if there is or isn't a God, what is
necessary is a belief system that gives a basis for action
and a means for relating to people. And psychology usually
offers these in a less neurotic manner than does religion.
Subject 9_ : This senior, very active in the University of
Massachusetts student government, is a sociology major known
for his mediational skills. Brought up in the Unitarian
church and having left those circles for some time, he re-
turned there after the Goldwater campaign. The Unitarian
youth groups offered an opportunity for activism and leader-
ship, and he soon advanced in both, using his mediational
skills to appease more conservative parents. The future
calls for training in education and theology, which will of-
fer an opportunity to alternate two careers: one in the
church, designed to fill him up on idealistic gas; another
in education, where reality will tax the fuel supply!
Intellectual development has advanced through a rela-
tivistic position. For him, culture and upbringing make it
more difficult to apply relativism to a religious choice.
At the same time, the ideals of the Unitarian church and
its relativistic value system provide an excellent locus for
initial commitment. If relativism is not always applicable,
absolutism and the proselytizing attitude are strongly de-
nounced. In part this is due to a generally negative atti-
tude towards religion and what it usually involves: people
rationalizing their inhumanitarian treatment of others or
the awfulness of their existence. Thus , he regards reli-
gion as a waste of energy and an opiate of the people.
Religion is a secular concept, including no divine or
mystical beings. It 1 s not emotional or contemplative.
What makes an experience religious is that a group of peo-
ple have a common feeling, and religious activity is direct-
ed at the expression and conservation of human needs and
values. Rationalization, on an intellectual or theologi-
cal level, comes after the experience. His own myth is that
of social justice, which gives meaning to his life and di-
rects his activity.
While he generally dislikes the intellectuali zation of
emotional experiences, he feels that the Unitarian church
tends to be very cerebral
—
perhaps as a function of the fact
that people who are drawn to it tend to more cerebral than
emotional. Conflicts, if they occur, take place at the con-
sequential level, especially in student government. They
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revolve around issues of where (or on what causes) to ex-
pend time and energy, and often money, and they often rely
on his negotiational .skills for resolution. If institutions
could be eliminated, we would find that all men are basical-
ly good.
Sub ject 10_: A senior human development major, this student'
future plans call for two years of work in home missions, to
be followed by seminary training and possible ordination for
the ministry. Brought up in the Methodist church by deeply
religious parents, her commitment has been a slowly envolv-
ing, undramatic one. The challenge of the university was
that it did not offer much Christian fellowship while offer-
ing much opposition against which she was not strong enough
to defend herself. Since her sophomore year, she has lived
at the Methodist church cooperative in Amherst, which has
been a source of community and support for her.
The confrontation with relativistic ways of thinking
seems not to have been a conflict for her. A short period
of religious doubt fol lowed after the death of a close
friend, but focused more on God f s attributes than on ques-
tioning his existence. And it was followed by a personal
commitment that very much shapes her life and decisions now.
In the stmosphere of the cooperative she was able to explore
the consequences of drinking alcohol, smoking pot, and ex-
perimenting with sex—only the latter of which was resolved
in ways directly related to religion.
Stylistic issues and consequences of religion present-
ly are centered on the cooperative: having the time for
others in need; resolving problems in a loving way; becom-
ing actively involved in community activities. There has
been much expansion and growth in her personal commitment.
She's learned more about God and how he works in her daily
life and pushes her on with his presence. She's learned to
be thankful in all things, to pray, and to study the Bible.
Although most of her friends are found at the co-op, she
also has friends whom she met through her teaching, her work
in the Financial Aid office, and her years in the band.
Presently she is waiting to see if perhaps the work she
wants to do might be more easily done through Christian Ed-
ucation than the ministry.
Sub j ect 11 : A sociology major with an intended move to BDIC
this sophomore plans a career in high school guidance coun-
seling. With a background of reformed Judaism, she feels
that she can never be anything but Jewish. To be Jewish is
such a cultural thing that you must be born into it, and
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once you've been born into it, you can hardly escape it.
Therefore, witnessing and the attempts to convert others are
activities that definitely turn her' off. She cannot be
transformed as simply as that. Since Judaism is a cultural
thing, she finds religion less important than cultural and
socio-economic factions in the choice of friendships.
It seems that she has always taken Judaism for granted,
with never a period of doubting or a reason to want some-
thing else. Although her cultural position does not really
allow for true relativism, she seems presently temporized
in the area of initial commitment without personally con-
fronting the possible implications and further possibili-
ties of doubt.
She has reinterpreted the rituals and holidays of Ju-
daism, although she doesn't believe literally the stories
and miracles on which they are based. She feels that it's
important to believe in something, and therefore accepts
them as a source of meaning for life. Since man created
God to give meaning to his existence, she is not sure that
he is real: she believes in him though she doesn't think
he exists. Because he is so undefined in her life, she has
difficulty putting her feelings about him into words.
Religious experiences through drugs and meditation seem
alien and unreal to her
—
possible, but in another reality.
But religion isn't all that important to her anyhow. What
is important is the value system that goes along with it.
Her goals are for working with people, with the possibility
of improving society and its systems in the process. She
feels that this desire to improve oneself, to get ahead, is
one of the values that Judaism and protestantism have in
common.
Subject 12 : An education major whose future plans include
working with kids, this freshman has withdrawn from the
university since we had our interview. Her mother was
Methodist, and the children accompanied her to church un-
til the father died (when the subject was 12). At that
time the faith of the mother was strongly challenged, and
with it that of the daughters. At that point, she began a
period of heavy drinkiny and other activities that greatly
upset her mother. At the age of sixteen she was converted
to the Baha'i religion, which has been the focus of her
life every since. Her mother also became a Baha'i last
year, which was a source of additional joy and comfort.
The intellectual sophistication is difficult to assess.
Presently she seems to have retreated to a dualistic posi-
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tion or temporized at an early stage. She feels that thereis one absolute for all men, and that all the prophets have
spoken of that one God. The Baha'i faith is a universal
one that applies to all people*
Much of her interview time was taken up by a descrip-
tion of the basic tenets of the Baha'i faith, the prescrip-
tions and restrictions of that way of life. This often in-
cluded comparisons with other religions that evidenced a
rather poor understanding of what they were all about. But
her reports indicate that she has studied the teachings of
Baha-u-llah, and that many of them are being applied to her
own life.
For her the uniqueness of the Baha'i faith lies in
several of its characteristics: (1) that direct writings
are available to her to study; (2) the structure of the
government, with local and national spiritual assemblies
and the universal house of justice, all elected by the be-
lievers; (3) the acceptance of all the prophets of the past;
(4) the provisions made by Baha-u-llah to prevent the es-
tablishing of sects. In essence, she has a great deal of
respect for the institutionalized aspect of the Bah
a
1 i reli-
gion.
Although she has chosen the Baha'i faith, she does not
feel that it should be pushed on others. This conviction
grows out of the belief that the investigation of truth
should be an independent and personal matter. However, for
her the commitment is one she will retain, especially since
there is so much fellowship and support in the Baha'i com-
munity.
Subject 13 : This senior psychology major, whose future plans
include setting up a half-way house for retarded children,
came to the study as another volunteer. He was brought up
by a father who "knew who Jesus was" but was not an active
Christian. His mother was a devout atheist who considered
life to be hell on earth, and is still fightly life staunch-
ly on that presupposition. His conversion to Christianity
was a radical and prfound one, including a physiological
and mental transformation and a slow, subsequent change in
his way of life. Since then, his church involvement has led
him only to Campus Crusade, and not any particular denomina-
tion or congregation.
He feels that Christ is the only way to salvation, but
that all religions have something in common. Therefore, he
is not at all into denominationalism. Although he is well
aware of the relativistic universe, it seems not to be ap-
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plxcable to religion. Yet, his personal commitment grows
out of exposure to a number of other options, and aliena-
tion finally led to a decision based on investigation of
the Bible.
The results of his commitment seem especially strong
in his life. Another Christian gave him a free place to
stay when he had no money; he lost a coveted teaching in-
ternship after witnessing to a fcutee; plans for a half-way
house were less enthusiastically received when the profes-
sor discovered his Christian orientation. The feeling
that emerged from this is that Christ does have a plan for
one's life that goes beyond what one can see.
Witnessing is important, but must be done with sensi-
tivity. At this point, his religion is not caught up with
intellectual, theological issues, and his main concern for
others is that people who claim to be Christians really
know Jesus. In the main, religion must be experienced and
confirmed subjectively, in the realm of experience. At the
same time he believes that the teachings of Christianity can
also be objectively verified. Part of finding the delicate,
personal balance between the experiential and the intellect-
ual lies in reflecting his own position to others, in which
it slowly becomes clarified.
Sub ject 14 : This senior religion major from Amherst College
plans a career in the preaching ministry, and will be at-
tending Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary. Brought up in
a Presbyterian home, religion was actively espoused by both
of his parents. His personal commitment followed exposure
to Campus Crusade workers, who came with some answers at a
time when he genuinely felt he had to make a decision about
Christianity.
Intellectually, he has definitely progressed through a
state of relativism in his course work. But a dualistic
framework is applied to his religion. The multiplicity of
answers presented by religion professors does not typically
include the Truth. Nor can Truth be attained by reasoning
based on the basic presuppositions they provide. He takes
a position, in all his courses, of defending the faith which
is so important to him.
In his defense of the faith, the community has been a
genuine source of support. Although true religion and its
confirmation must be personal and experiential, its intel-
lectual defense can be strengthened by comparing solutions
to problems with friends who share the same theological pre-
suppositions. The feeling is that subjective understanding
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must come from an objective presentation. He has been in-
volved with the College Christian Association at Amherst,
Campus Crusade, and is currently heavily involved with the
College Church. At Amherst, fellowship and community pro-
vide strength to resist the anti-religious intellectual
forces* At the church-, the community provides a chance to
apply religion to the problems of day-to-day existence.
Most of his interview focused on his intellectual
growth, the challenge it presented to his faith, and how
it was, and is being, met. It has helped him to avoid the
temptation of being a lazy Christian. He does feel a need
to witness, and strong confiction that Christianity is the
only way. Although he is open to a variety of religious
experiences and means of meeting God, his theology is much
less flexible.
Hp eyes the new interest in religion as a very posi-
tive force, but is reluctant to accept the many new means.
Man's basic ineptitude leads him down many different roads
in search of truth , and not all of them end at their goal
.
However, sometimes he finds it difficult to judge the at-
tempts of others, especially when they are the parents who
have lived a religious life for so many years. Commitment
to the way of life, even without a commitment to Christ,
seems to be sufficient for them. Hi s strongest reason for
believing that is the fact that they were not hypocritical
—and their sincerity was part of the influence that led
him to re-examine Christianity as a potential candidate for
hi s own commitment
.
Subject 15 : This Amherst College senior is another religion
major who will spend a year working in the Philadelphia pri-
son system before going on to Princeton Seminary. Eventual-
ly he plans to enter the ministry or to do social work with
juvenile delinquents. Brought up in the Episcopalian church
both parents seem to have been actively involved in reli-
gion and are currently also involved in a re-examination and
redefinition of their personal faith which has been induced
by some setbacks in their economic lives.
In his intellectual development, he recalls a position
of multiplicity, and has progressed beyond relativism to a
personal commitment whose implications are currently being
examined. The impetus for commitment also came from con-
tact with Campus Crusade workers, and the need to decide
whether or not to take religion seriously. His intellect-
ual development found him temporizing for some time in a
relativistic position in which words and phrases were cle-
verly being mixed, but no truths were emerging. After a
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while, the end became more important than the means, and
the new critical-analytic method lost its fascination.
A decision was finally made for Christianity, and he
stopped riding the fence. In his words, "Christ stopped
being like a symbol to me and came alive". Along with
other influential factors, he experienced disillusionment
with all the social activism which had captivated him.
Christianity offered a much better alternative, and a me-
thod to induce real change in people's lives—even though
it must first make them distressed with themselves.
Although theological and intellectual factors are im-
portant, they are intricately related to consequential is-
sues: how to interpret the Bible's teachings on women in
order to translate them into action, compare them to the
teachings of the liberation movement, and make them accept-
able; methods of changing individuals so that change may
follow in groups; how to accept the limitations that are
intricately related to the potentialities of man.
The differences that religion makes have been very im-
portant for him. Changes in friends have been genuine tes-
timonies, and these have been the result of an intellect-
ual or theological affirmation as well as a subjective ex-
perience. It is definitely more than a psychological ana-
lysis of someone's inner biochemistry.
Christ as the embodiment of the law is also an import-
ant point for him. Ordinary laws are things that can be
made, changed, or broken, while a person can't. All you can
do to the law embodied in a person is try to imitate him.
And Christ supercedes the law by modeling a life of love.
He is deeply concerned with the difficulty of becom-
ing a Christian if that is not a new way of life, and won-
ders about the implications of that fact for the rearing
of his children. And he is fascinated with the changes tak-
ing place in his parents and sister now. Fellowship with
peers at school has also been important. It provides a
place to try out intellectual arguments and defenses, and
also an opportunity to share values that are important.
Although he is rather introverted, he has been captain
of the Amherst crew team, in addition to being co-chairman
of the College Christian Association and active in the Col-
lege Church. In that way, he can let others know what his
position is, which also provides a chance to witness and
share the newly-discovered personal commitment.


